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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
1. NATUR OF THE PROCEEDING AN THE RELIEF SOUGHT
Portland Police Officer Ronald Frashour shot in the back and kiled an
unarmed, emotionally disturbed man, whose welfare the police were trying to
Police of

check. After a lengthy and thorough investigation, the Chief of

City of

the

lethal deadly force

Portland determined that Officer Frashour's use of

violated established policies of the Portland Police Bureau in a number of
respects, and, as a result, the City of

Portland fired him. Officer Frashour's

union, the Portland Police Association, grieved the termination, and an
arbitrator ordered the City of Portland to reinstate him.

The City refused to reinstate Officer Frashour, on the ground that the
arbitration award was unenforceable under ORS 243.706(1)1 because it did not

comply with public policy. The PP A filed an unfair labor practice complaint,

and the Employment Relations Board held that the City committed an unfair

labor practice under ORS 243.672(1)(gi when it refused to implement the
arbitration award. The City seeks judicial review of that Order.

1 The relevant text ofORS 243.706(1) is set out, infra, at 10.
2 ORS 243.672(1)(g) makes it an unfair labor practice for a public employer to
refuse "to accept the terms of an arbitration award, where previously the paries

have agreed to accept arbitration awards as final and binding upon them."
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2. NATUR OF THE ORDER
The City of Portland seeks judicial review of a final order in a contested
case.

3. STATUTORY BASIS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

This Cour has jurisdiction under ORS 183.482(1).

4. DATES GOVERNG APPEAL
ERB issued

its Rulings, Findings of

Fact, Conclusions of

Law, and Order

on September 21, 2012. The City timely filed and served its Petition for
Judicial Review on October 5,2012.

5. QUESTIONS PRESENTED ON APPEAL

A. What is the scope of the inquiry ERB must perform in order to
determine whether enforcement of an arbitration award ordering the

reinstatement of a police officer, whose employer found him to have violated
the employer's polices with regard to the use of deadly physical force, complies
with public policy?

B. Does public policy, as clearly defined in statutes or judicial
decisions, require arbitrators and ERB to defer to the City's determination that a

police officer's use of deadly physical force did not comply with the City's
adopted policies?
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6. SUMY OF THE ARGUMNT
ORS 243.706(1) requires that "(aJs a condition of enforceability, any

arbitration award that orders the reinstatement of a public employee... shall
comply with public policy requirements as clearly defined in statutes or judicial

decisions." It is the award itself, and not Grievant's underlying conduct or any
other consideration, that must comply with public policy requirements. Here,

the arbitration award did not comply with the public policy requirement that
deference be given to the interpretation and application by the City of its own

policies regarding the use of force. That public policy is "clearly defined" by
Oregon statute, ORS 181.789(2), and by decisions of this Court and of the
Oregon Supreme Court.

The statutory command ofORS 243.706(1) has two consequences for the

resolution of this case. First, it was inadequate for ERB to begin and end its
inquiry with the determination that the arbitrator decided that Grievant's

conduct did not violate the City's policies. That is so because the "public
policy requirement" with which the City asserts the award does not comply is

precisely that the Arbitrator should not have second-guessed the determination
by the Chief of

Police that the use of

force that Grievant concedes he employed

was inconsistent with the Bureau's legitimate expectations, as expressed in its
use of force policies.
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The second consequence, related to the first, is that, for purposes of the

public policy analysis, it does not matter whether the parties agreed to submit

the controversy to binding arbitration. ORS 243.706(1) reflects the
Legislature's judgment that the public interest precludes a public employer

from contracting away some responsibilities it owes to the public. Even though
the City agreed to submit to binding arbitration whether it had "just cause" to
terminate Grievant, the City did not, and could not consistent with ORS

243.706(1), contract away its responsibilty to determine whether Grievant's
conduct, once established, complied with the City's own policies regarding the
use of force.

The Arbitrator did not give due deference to the interpretation and
application by the City of

Portland and its Chief of

Police of

the City's own

policies regarding the use of deadly force by its police officers. The arbitration
award ordering Officer Frashour's reinstatement did not comply with public

policy requirements as cle.arly defined in statute and judicial decisions. It was

unenforceable under ORS 243.706(1), and ERB erred in holding that the City
committed an unfair labor practice by refusing to implement it.
7. STATEMENT

OF

THE

FACTS

In the course of his employment as a City of Portland police officer,

Ronald Frashour shot in the ba~k and kiled Aaron Campbell, an unarmed, non-

resisting, emotionally distubed man, whose welfare the police were trying to
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check. (ER-34-ER-37). The police had been called to the apartment of
Mr. Campbell's friend, Angie Jones, and were told that Mr. Campbell might be

in the apartment, 'that he was suicidal, possessed a gun, had tried to kil himself

and may have wanted to "do suicide by police." (ER-34). Mr. Campbell was
extremely distraught over the recent death of

his brother. (ER-34).

Officer Frashour was not among the officers who initially responded to

the call. (ER-34). By the time he arrived, Ms. Jones had left the apartment, had
talked to the police, and had told Mr. Campbell that the police wanted him to
come out of

the apartment. (ER-34). Officer Frashour was designated the

"lethal cover" officer, and was armed with an AR15 rifle. (ER-34).
One of the other police officers on the scene was able to establish

telephone contact with Mr. Campbell. (ER-35). That officer told Mr. Campbell,
"we're out here because we're concerned about your welfare; we received
information that you were thinking about hurting yourself, you know, you were

having some family problems, you lost your brother this morning, and we're

concerned about you; again, you're not in trouble." (Arbitrator's Opinion and
Award at 9, ERB Record at 65). Mr. Campbell said that he wanted the police to
leave. (ER-35). The officer responded that the police were concerned about the

three children who were in the apartment with Mr. Campbell. (ER-35).
At about the same time, the three children emerged from the apartment.
(ER-35). At that point, Sergeant Liani Reyna, the sergeant in charge of

the
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scene, believed that, since Mr. Campbell was then alone in the apartment, the

threat he posed had diminished and the police should leave. (Arbitrator's
Opinion and Award at 10, ERB Record at 64). Sgt. Birkinbine disagreed. (Id.).

The sergeants agreed that the police would leave as soon as they could get
Mr. Campbell to assure them that he would not hurt himself. (Id.).
Suddenly, Mr. Campbell surprised the police by emerging from the

apartment. (ER-35). Mr. Campbell put his hands on his head with his hands

clasped. He walked backwards toward the officers and stopped 15 to 20 feet
from the custody team when he was told to do so. (ER-35).

Officer Ryan Lewton, who was giving commands to Mr. Campbell, told
him to put his hands in the air. (ER-36). Mr. Campbell ignored this command.

(ER-36). After repeating it several times, Officer Lewton told Mr. Campbell

that the police would shoot him ifhe did not put his hands in the air. (ER-36).
Mr. Campbell said, "Go ahead and shoot me, go ahead and fucking shoot me."

(ER-36). Officer Frashour did not hear Mr. Campbell say this. (ER-36).
Officer Lewton then shot Mr. Campbell with his "less lethal" bean bag
gun, and hit him in his buttocks or thigh. (ER-36). Mr. Campbell stumbled
forward, then righted himself to his original standing position with his hands
behind his head. (ER-36). He then began to run back in the direction of

apartment and a Volvo parked in front of

his
it. (ER-36). Officer Lewton fired five
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more beanbag rounds, at least one of which hit Mr. Campbell in the back of his

thigh, above his knee. (ER-36). Mr. Campbell lowered his arms. (ER-36).
Officer Frashour saw Mr. Campbell with his hand completely in his pants

below his waistband, beginning to sprint away. (ER-36). Officer Frashour did
not perceive Mr. Campbell's actions to be a reaction to being struck by the
beanbag rounds. (Arbitrator's Opinion and Award at 20, ERB Record at 54).

Officer Frashour believed that Mr. Campbell was reaching for a gun, and was
afraid that if

Mr. Campbell reached the Volvo, that would have provided him

with hard cover from which he could have shot at the officers. (Arbitrator's

Opinion and Award at 21, ERB Record at 53). About three seconds after
Officer Frashour first saw Mr. Campbell ruing, Officer Frashour fired one

shot from his AR15 rifle, kiling Mr. CampbelL. (ER-36). Mr. Campbell was not

armed; he had left his gun in Ms. Jones's apartment. (ER-37).

The Internal Affairs Division launched an investigation into the shooting.

(Arbitrator's Opinion and Award at 30, ERB Record at 44). Subsequently,

Lts. Robert King and David Virtue conducted a Training Division Review.

(Id.). The TRD review concluded that the actions of Officer Frashour, Officer
Lewton, Sergeant Birkinbine and Sergeant Reyna were not consistent with their
training and were out of

policy. (Id.). Commander James Ferraris's

Commander's Findings and Recommendations found that Officer Frashour's
conduct violated Police Bureau policy and recommended his termination. (Id.).
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A PPB Use of

Force Review Board, consisting of assistant chiefs, peer

officers and citizen members, reviewed the investigations and findings,

concluded that Officer Frashour's use of deadly force was outside of policy, and

recommended that he be fired. (Arbitrator's Opinion and Award at 30-31, ERB
Record at 44-43). The Review Board also recommended discipline of Officer

Lewton, Sergeant Reyna and Sergeant Birkinbine. (Id.). Portland Police Chief
Michael Reese reviewed all the reports and recommendations, conducted a due

process hearing, and discharged Officer Frashour. (Arbitrator's Opinion and

Award at 31, ERB Record at 43). He also issued lengthy suspensions to Officer
Lewton, Sgt. Reyna and Sgt. Birkinbine. (Id.).

ASSIGNMNT OF ERROR
The Employment Relations Board erred when it ruled that
enforcement of the arbitration award complied with public
policy and that the City committed an unfair labor practice by
refusing to implement the award. The Board ruled (ER-48):

"Although our deference to an arbitrator's award is not
unlimited, until such time as an award violates public policy as
outlined in ORS 243.706(1), we are bound to uphold the award.
"In this case, the arbitrator determined that (Officer) Frashour
did not violate the City's policies, and therefore did not engage
in misconduct. The City does not have a lawful reason for
refusing to implement the award. Therefore, the City's failure
to implement it violates ORS 243.672(1)(g)."
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A. Preservation of Error
The City preserved its claim of error in its Amended Answer and

Affirmative Defenses (ERB Record at 356-50), and in its Response Brief

(ER-22-ER-28).
B. Standard of

Review

This Court reviews ERB's interpretation ofORS 243.706(1) for legal
law on review is whether an agency

error. ORS 183.482(8)(a). "The issue of

interpretation coincides with the legislative policy which inheres in the meaning
of

the statute." Springfeld Educ. Ass'n v. School Dist., 290 Or 217,228,621

P2d 547 (1980); Jefferson County v. Oregon Public Employees Union, 174 Or

App 12,21,23 P3d 401 (2001).

ARGUMENT
The arbitration award ordering the City to reinstate Officer Frashour did
not comply with public policy requirements, clearly defined in statute and case
law, that deference be given to the determination by the Chief of

City of

Police of

the

Portland that Officer Frashour's use of deadly force violated the City's

policies. ORS 243.706(1) therefore makes the award unenforceable. ERB
erred in holding that the City committed an unfair labor practice by refusing to
implement the award. ERB' s error largely resulted from the method it used to
evaluate enforceability of

an award under ORS 243.706(1), because ERB
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erroneously began and ended its inquiry with the Arbitrator's finding that
Officer Frashour did not engage in misconduct.

It was the Arbitrator's refusal to afford deference to the determination of
the Chief of

Police that Officer Frashour's kiling of an unarmed, non-resisting,

emotionally distraught man, on whose welfare the police were trying to check,

violated the City's deadly force policies, that failed to comply with public

policy requirements. In other words, it was not so much what the Arbitrator

decided, but rather how she decided it that violated public policy. ERB's test
and its conclusion in this case are both legally erroneous interpretations of
ORS 243.706(1).

A. ERB's Public Policy Test is Incompatible With ORS 243.706(1)
ORS 243.706(1) provides, in pertinent part:

As a condition of enforceability, any arbitration award
that orders the reinstatement of a public employee or
otherwise relieves the public employee of responsibility
for misconduct shall comply with public policy
requirements as clearly defined in statutes or judicial
decisions including but not limited to policies respecting
sexual harassment or sexual misconduct, unjustified and
egregious use of physical or deadly force and serious
criminal conduct, related to work.
ERB has "developed a three part test to decide if an arbitrator's award is
unenforceable under the public policy exception in ORS 243.706(1)." ER-46:

(1) we determine whether the arbitrator found that the grievant
engaged in the misconduct for which discipline was imposed;
the arbitrator reinstated or
(2) if so, we then determine if
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otherwise relieved the grievant of responsibility for the
misconduct; and (3) if so, we determine if there is a clearly
defined public policy, as expressed in statutes or judicial
decisions, that applies to the award and makes it unenforceable.

¡d. After noting that the Arbitrator found that "Officer Frashour was not guilty
of the misconduct for which discipline was imposed," ERB said, "Applying the
analysis developed in our cases, our review of the current matter is complete.

There is no need for further analysis by this Board once the arbitrator
determines that the grievant did not engage in misconduct." (ER-47).

ERB went on to say that, even if it proceeded to the last step of its test,

the question would be "whether reinstating an employee who did not engage in
misconduct violates the public policy requirements as clearly defined in statutes

or judicial decisions. Clearly the award did not." ¡d.

But the City's challenge is not simply that the Arbitrator came to the
wrong conclusion when she determined that Officer Frashour did not employ
excessive force in fatally shooting Aaron CampbelL. Rather, it is that the

Arbitrator engaged at all in substituting her judgment for that of the responsible

City policymakers about the City ofPortlands deadly force policies and about
whether or not Officer Frashour's fatal shooting of Aaron Campbell conformed

to them. ERB simply did not meaningfully or adequately assess the City's
public policy challenge because the beginning and end ofERB's inquiry was
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that the Arbitrator found that Officer Frashour was justified in shooting Aaron
CampbelL.

The public policy requirement ofORS 243.706(1) was added by 1995

Senate Bil 750. The overarching intent, as described by Senator Bryant, was
"to find the balance that allows the collective.bargaining system to continue, but

retains the right of governent to manage, make and implement good public
policy decisions." Floor Testimony of Senator Bryant, April 6, 1995 (reprinted
as an Appendix in Deschutes County Sherif's Ass'n v. Deschutes County, 17

PECBR 845,877 (1998), rev'd 169 Or App 445, 9 P3d 742 (2000), rev denied,
332 Or 137 (2001). Initially, the exception was drafted to address discipline that

was overturned on "allegations that others in the police agency had not been
punished for similar conduct." ¡d.

But after the City of Portland experienced an outcome in arbitration
similar to what happened here, the language of the requirement was broadened,
in part by adding the reference to "unjustified and egregious use of

physical.

or

deadly force" in the final version of SB 750. As Senator Bryant explained, this
language was added "in response to a situation in Portland where an arbitrator

reinstated a police officer who had fired (shots), I think 25 times, and the chief
of police, in his investigation, concluded that no firing was justified."
Testimony of

Senator Bryant, Conference Committee, June 1, 1995 (reprinted

in Deschutes County, 17 PECBR at 877-78).
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The case to which Senator Bryant referred was Portland Police Bureau
and Portland Police Association (Erickson Discharge Grievance) (1995).

There, Arbitrator Martin Henner found that the grievant's use of deadly force

(Edckson fired 22 shots at an armed suspect who was fleeing from an
altercation on a city bus and could not justify his use of deadly force during the

Bureau's review process) was "justified" even though he had some "severe
reservations" about the grievant's "faulty tactics." Arbitrator Henner reinstated
the grievant and awarded a make-whole remedy.

In Erickson, as in this case, an arbitrator overtured a discharge based on
the arbitrator's second-guessing the determination by the Chief of

Police that a

Portland police officer's use of deadly force did not comply with City policy. It
is clear from the fact that the Erickson arbitration was the impetus for the

inclusion of the language regarding "unjustified and egregious use of physical

or deadly force" in the 1995 amendment ofORS 243.706(1) that the Legislatue
intended the "public policy requirements" inquiry to be more searching than
simply accepting at face value an arbitrator's decision that the grievant did not
engage in "unjustified and egregious use of

physical or deadly force." Rather it

is clear that the Legislature intended for arbitrators to give deference to
plausible assessments by local police agencies of the appropriateness of the use
of force by their officers.
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ERB's test essentially renders ORS 243.706(1) meaningless. It
immunizes all arbitration awards from review for compatibility with public

policy, so long as an arbitrator concludes that an employee "did not engage in
local

misconduct." But it was precisely the second-guessing by arbitrators of

agencies' decisions about whether there was or was not misconduct, and
particularly about whether force was or was not justified, that

occasioned the

Legislatue to amend ORS 243.706(1) to require awards ordering reinstatement

to comply with public policy. The legislative mandate cannot be met ifERB
blindly accepts the arbitrator's conclusions.

ERB erroneously interpreted ORS 243.706(1) by applying a public policy
analysis that did not allow the Board to look beyond the Arbitrator's

conclusion. ORS 243.706(1) required ERB independently to assess whether the
Arbitrator gave sufficient deference to the policy determinations by the City and
its Chief of

Police.
Its

B. Public Policy Requires Deference to the City's Interpretation of

Own Deadly Force Policies.

The City of Portland discharged Officer Frashour based on the
determination by its Chief of

Police that Officer Frashour's use of

lethal force

did not comply with three written policy directives of the Portland Police

Bureau: Directive 1010.10 (Deadly Physical Force); Directive 1010.20
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(Physical Force); and Directive 315.30 (Unsatisfactory Performance).3 The
Arbitrator expressly rejected the City's assertion that she was required to give

deference to the City's determination that Officer Frashour's conduct violated

those directives. According to the Arbitrator (ER-ll):
(TJhe Collective Bargaining Agreement's just cause
clause requires the Arbitrator to conduct an independent
the Grievant's conduct
under the Police Bureau's directives. The Arbitrator
agrees with the City's contention that some deference
should be made to management's decision regarding
discipline, but that principle applies only to the level of
discipline (e.g., reprimand, suspension, discharge,
demotion). It is the Arbitrator's task to decide whether
proving that it
had just cause to issue the discipline in the first place.

review of

the appropriateness of

an employer has sustained its burden of

. The Arbitrator's determination that her "just cause" inquiry required her
"to conduct an independent review" of the determination by the Chief regarding

whether Officer Frashour's use of lethal force violated the Chief s own policies
did not comply with public policy requirements clearly defined by Oregon
statute and judicial decisions.

ORS 181.789(2) provides: "A law enforcement agency shall adopt a
policy dealing with the use of deadly physical force by its police officers. At a
minimum, the policy must include guidelines for the use of deadly physical
force." The Legislature thus has entrusted to the City of

3 The relevant text of

Portland the setting and

these directives is set out at ER-I-ER-3.
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application of standards for the use of deadly physical force by its police
officers.

The Oregon Supreme Court has stated that the
legislature's entrustment of an agency "with setting
standards and with applying them can imply that the
its standards (assuming that they are
within their authorizing law and are consistently applied)
is to be given some appropriate respect by the courts."
1000 Friends of Oregon v. LCDC (Lane Co.), 305 Or
agency's view of

384,390, 752 P2d 271 (1988). See generally Don't Waste

Oregon Com. v. Energy Facility Siting, 320 Or 132, 881
P2d 119 (1994) (describing court's deference to agency's
its own rules). "We deferto the agency's
plausible interpretation of its own rule-including an
interpretation of

interpretation made in the course of applying the rule-if

that interpretation is not inconsistent with the wording of
the rule, its context, or any other source of

law." Papas v.

OLCC, 213 Or App 369,377, 161 P3d 948 (2007).
Middleton v. Dept. of

Human Services, 219 Or App 458,466-67, 183 P3d 1041

(2008).4

In enacting ORS 181.789(2), the Legislature entrusted to the City of
Portland the setting of standards regarding the use of deadly physical force by

Portland police officers. The City's view of those standards, including whether
Grievant violated them, is entitled to deference. See Jordan v. Employment

Dept., 195 Or App 404, 408, 97 P3d 1273 (2004).

4 There is no issue in this case whether the City has "consistently applied" its

deadly force standards. In any event, ORS 243.706(1)(a) and (b) limit
the relevance of consistent application in this context.
use of
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The Legislature intended, through ORS 181.789 to 181.796, to give local

police agencies the responsibilty to adopt, interpret and enforce policies that
reduce the use of deadly physical force by local police officers. That statutory
scheme, of

111 by

which ORS 181.789(2) is a pan, was enacted as Senate Bil

the 2007 Oregon Legislature. Senator Avel Gordly described the purose of
that Bill:

We seek through this legislation to establish policies that
police-involved shooting and
other uses of lethal force, that provide for improved
training, that yield the transparency that families and
communities need and demand when these tragedies
occur, and that help the public and law enforcement
understand each other hopefully more clearly.

reduce the incidence of

Recording of

Hearing of

Senate Judiciary Committee, February 15,2007

(starting at minute 41:34). Attorney General Hardy Myers explained:
that authority (to employ

So, given the special nature of

using it, deciding
when and how to use it, law enforcement and the wider
community throughout Oregon, I think, share an interest
in at least three important objectives. One is proper
training in the use of deadly force. The second one is
adequate support for all officers and all individual
the community who are involved in
a deadly force incident, and support for their families,
very importantly for their families. And then, thirdly, the
third objective is a sound, careful and transparent process
for investigating a deadly force incident and determining
whether the use of deadly force complies with law and
policy. And that's a process in which law enforcement
and the wider community can have a very high level of
confidence, consistent confidence.
deadly force) and the challenges of

civilian members.

* * *

of
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SB 111 thus seeks to pursue those three objectives I
mentioned by trying to nurure local plans and by
respecting local responsibility and accountability while

also establishing certain statewide standards.
¡d. (starting at minute 49:40) (emphasis added).

Public policy, clearly defined by statute, ORS 181.789(2), and by the

judicial decisions cited above, required the Arbitrator to give deference to the
City's plausible interpretation and application of its own use of force directives.

This public policy requirement is underscored by federal civil rights statutes, 42
usc § 19835 and 42 USC § 14141,6 and the judicial decisions interpreting them,

5 42 USC § 1983 provides:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the
District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any
citizen of the United States or other person within the
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges,
or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be
liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or
other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any action
brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in
such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be

granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory
this section, any Act
of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia
shall be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.

relief

was unavailable. For the purposes of

642 USC §14141 provides:

a) Unlawful conduct
It shall be unlawful for any governental authority, or any

agent thereof, or any person acting on behalf of a governental
authority, to engage in a pattern or practice of conduct by law
enforcement officers or by officials or employees of any
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Police personally answerable when their

that make the City and the Chief of

policies cause the deprivation of federally protected civil rights through the use
of excessive force by their police officers.
In this respect,

of

it does not matter whether Officer Frashour's shooting

Aaron Campbell was or was not "excessive" for purposes of

the Fourh and

Fourteenth Amendments.7 Rather, public policy requires deference to the
City's and the Chiefs determination to hold Portland police officers to

standards more restrictive than the minimums the Constitution requires. The
City and the Chief can be held liable under 42 USC § 1983 if they have a policy

that is the moving force behind the deprivation of a person's constitutional
rights, whether or not the policy itself is unconstitutionaL. City of Canton v.

governental agency with responsibility for the administration
of juvenile justice or the incarceration of juveniles that deprives

persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected
by the Constitution or laws of the United States.
(b) Civil action by Attorney General
Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe
that a violation,ofparagraph (1) has occUred, the Attorney
the United States, may in a civil
action obtain appropriate equitable and declaratory relief to
eliminate the pattern or practice.
General, for or in the name of

7 United States Constitution, Amendment iv provides: "The right of

the people

to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against all
unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall
issue, but on probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." It
United States Constitution,
Amendment xiv. Baker v. McCollan, 443 US 137, 142 (1979).
applies to the States through Due Process Clause of
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the City and the Chief

Harris, 489 US 378,387-89 (1989). If

take an action

"with 'deliberate indifference' to its known or obvious consequences," they
Commissioners of

face liability. Board of

Bryan County v. Brown, 520 US 397,

407 (1997).

The City and the Chief also face liabilty if they fail to train and
discipline their police officers in the use of force, knowing that as a result they

are creating an uneasonable risk that their officers wil violate the
constitutional rights of others. City of

Canton, 489 US at 388; Starr v. Baca,

652 F3d 1202 (9th Cir 2011), cert denied, 132 S Ct 2101 (2012); Diaz v.
Martinez, 112 F3d 1 (1 st Cir 1997); Shaw v. Stroud, 13 F3d 791 (4th Cir 1994);
Larez v. City of

Paged

Los Angeles, 946F2d 630,646 (9th Cir 1991); Harris v. City of

ale, 821 F2d 499 (8th Cir 1987).

In sum, these authorities required the City and the Chief to supervise and
discipline Officer Frashour in a manner calculated to minimize the risk that he

or other Portland police officers would employ excessive physical force on

others in the futue.
Similarly, under 42 USC §14141, the Attorney General of

the United

States may bring an action for equitable and declaratory relief whenever a local

law enforcement agency "engages in a pattern or practice of conduct... that
deprives persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the
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the United States."g The Department of Justice typically

Constitution or laws of

seeks through such actions to negotiate consent decrees that affect the day-today operation of local police agencies. Eugene Kim, Vindicating Civil Rights
Under 42 u.s. C. § 14141: Guidance From Procedures in Complex Litigation,
29 HASTINGS CONST. L. Q. 767,773-74 (2002).

In order to prevent a pattern or practice of

the deprivation of citizens'

constitutional rights, public policy requires that deference be given to the City's

and the Chief s adoption, interpretation and enforcement of policies that limit
the use of lethal force by Portland police officers by proscribing force that
might not, in a given circumstance, violate the Constitution.

The arbitration award failed to comply with this public policy in at least
two respects. First, the Arbitrator failed to give deference to the City's
interpretation of

its own policies when the Arbitrator interpreted the City's

policies "essentially (to) mirror the ruling in Graham v. Connor, (490 US 386
the City's
(1989))." (ER-6). The Arbitrator engrafted into her interpretation of

policies a limitation requiring the "officer's conduct to be considered from an
objective standpoint, not a subjective one." (ER-9).

g This Court may take judicial notice of

the fact that Officer Frashour's shooting

of Aaron Campbell triggered such an action. United States of America v. City

of Portland, United States District Court for the District of Oregon, Case No.
3: 12-cv-02265-SI.
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The Chief of

Police, however, testified that the City's policies are more

restrictive than federal or state constitutional standards and require Portland

police officers "to use the least amount of force to gain their objectives." (ER4). The Chiefs interpretation of

from the express language of

his policy is more than plausible-it flows
the deadly force policy itself. Directive 1010.10

cautions "that this directive is more restrictive than state statutes." (ER-2).
Directive 1010.1 0 further directs Portland police officers not "to precipitate the

jeopardy by engaging in

use of deadly force by placing themselves or others in

actions that are inconsistent with training the member has received with regard
to acceptable training principles and tactics." ¡d.
The express language of

Directive 1010.20 directs the Bureau "to

accomplish its mission as effectively as possible with as little reliance on force
as practicaL." (ER-2). That Directive expresses the Bureau's policy that "places

a high value on resolving confrontations, when practical, with less force than
the maximum that may be allowed by law." ¡d. Directive 1010.20 further says

that the "Bureau expects members to develop and display, over the course of

their practice of law enforcement, the skils and abilties that allow them to
regularly resolve confrontations without resorting to the higher levels of
allowable force." ¡d.

Public policy required the Arbitrator to defer to the Chiefs plausible

interpretation of the City's use of force directives. Public policy fuher required
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the Arbitrator to give deference to the City's plausible application of that
interpretation, through its determination that Officer Frashour's use of lethal

force under the circumstances did not comply with the City's policies. In
particular, public policy required the Arbitrator to defer to the Chiefs judgment

that Officer Frashour's "inflexible and rigid thought process" rendered Officer
Frashour's decision to use lethal force incompatible with the use of force
directives. (ER-8).
With respect to the objective reasonableness of

Grievant's use of deadly

force, the Arbitrator "found the call to be a close one." (ER-12). While the
Arbitrator ultimately determined that Grievant's choice to shoot was

reasonable, the City's contrary interpretation was plausible. The Arbitrator
found that, if Officer Frashour had "waited perhaps a second or two," the police

likely would have been able to subdue Aaron Cai;pbell without shooting him.

(ER-16). The Arbitrator found there "was not a high likelihood" that
Mr. Campbell, even ifhe had a gun and tried to use it, would have been able to
hit anybody. (ER-17). Nonetheless, the Arbitrator found Officer Frashour's
shooting to be within policy based on the mere possibility that Mr. Campbell

might have been able to get off a "random" or "'lucky'" shot. (ER-19).
The Arbitrator impermissibly substituted her own value judgment for the

determination by the City and its Police Chief that Officer Frashour's decision
to shoot Aaron Campbell violated the City's use of

force policies. The
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Arbitrator failed to give the deference that public policy demands to the City's

plausible interpretation that its policy required Officer Frashour to wait one or
Mr. Campbell could be controlled without the use

two seconds longer to see if

oflethal force. (ER-15--ER-21).

The Arbitrator owed deference to the Chiefs interpretation that his
directives required Officer Frashour to look for and find alternatives to the use

of lethal force, even if the law otherwise would have permitted him to shoot and
( edJ the reinstatement of

kil Aaron Campbell. The "arbitration award that order

(Officer FrashourJ ... (did notJ comply with public policy requirements as

clearly defined in statutes or judicial decisions including but not limited to

policies respecting ... unjustified and egregious use of physical or deadly force."
ORS 243. 706( 1). It was therefore unenforceable, and the City did not commit
an unfair labor practice when it refused to implement the award. ERB' s ruling
to the contrary is erroneous as a matter of

Conclusions of

law, and its Rulings, Findings of

Fact,

Law, and Order must be reversed.

CONCLUSION
Ronald Frashour lost his job, but Aaron Campbell lost his life. Oregon
law simply did not permit the Arbitrator to substitute her judgment for that of
Portland's Chief of Police, who concluded that Ronald Frashour ought to pay

with his job for taking Aaron Campbell's life in violation of City policy. The
arbitration award did not comply with public policy requirements as clearly
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defined in statutes and judicial decisions. The award was unenforceable, and
the City did not commit an unfair labor practice when it refused to implement it.

ERB's Order to the contrary must be reversed with directions to dismiss the
unfair labor practice complaint.

ERB has adopted a legally erroneous and inadequate method to review
claims that an arbitration award does not comply with public policy

requirements. If this Court does not reverse ERB' s Order outright, it should

remand this case to ERB for a proper inquiry into the City's public policy
objection to enforcement of

the arbitration award.
Respectfull~
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ER.1
following grievance procedure. This secton shall not apply to counseling and instruction.

Verbal reprimands wil not be used as the basis for subsequent disciplinary acton unless
the offcer is notified at the time of reprimand, and if notifed, the matter wil be subject to the
grievance procedure.
ARTICLE 22 - GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
"'*"*

... The arbitatots decision shall be final and binding, but the arbitrator shall have no power
to alter, modify, amend, add to or detract from the terms Of the contrct. The arbitrator's
decision shall be within the scope and terms of the Contract and in writing.

22.5.1 The arbitrator shall be asked to submit an award within thirt (30) days froin the date
of the hearfng.1 The decIsion may
also provide retroactivty not exceeding six (60) days

prior to the date the grievance was first filed with the Chief and sha.1I state the effective date.

22.5.2 Each part shall be responsible for paying the costs of presenting its own case in
arbitration, including the payment of witness fees, if any. The costs by the arbitrator, court
reporter (if any), and the hearing room shall be borne by the losing part. Following the
rendering of the arbitrator's decision, the parties shall meet and attempt to agree which is
the .'oslng part. If the parties are unable to so agree, the question of who the "losIng

part Is shall be submitted to the ãrbitrator who rendered the decision In question. The

arbitrator's subsequent designation of the .Iosing party" shall be final and binding. If the
arbitrator cannot designate which part is the loser, each part wil pay one-half (1/2) the
cost of the arbitration.
****

B. City Policy

1010.10 DEADLY PHYSICAL FORCE2

Sanctity of Life
The Portand Police Bureau recognizes and respects the integrity and value of human life,
and that the decision to use deadly physical force is the most important decision that a
member wil make in the course of his/her career. The use of deadly physical force wil
emotionally, physically and psychologically impact the member Involved, the subject the
deadly physical force was directed at, and the family and friends of both and can impact the
community as well.

Deadly Physical Force
The Portland Police Bureau recognizes that members may be required to use deadly

force
when their lives or the life of another is jeopardized by the actions of others, Theretore,
state statute and Bureau policy provide for the use of deadly force under the following

circumstances:
The partes agreed to extend the deadline for the Arbitrator's award to 60 days frm her receipt of the partes'
. post-hearing briefs. . .
2 In Price v. Sery, 513 F.3d 962 (9th elr. 2008), the appeals court upheld the constitutiònaliy of Policy 1010.10 as

wrtten. The Fourth Amendment requires an objectively reasonable belief on the part of the offcer, and not some
higharquantitative standard that might be associated with the phrase '.probable cause,"

Arifratots Opinion and Award - 2
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a. Members may use deadly force to protect themselves or others from what they
reasonably believe to be an immediate threat of death or serious physical injury.
***..

Members must be mindful of the risks inherent in employing deadly force, which may
endanger the lives of innocent persons. A membets reckless or negligent use of deadly

force is not justifed in this policy or state statute. Members are to be aware that this
directive is more restrictve than state statutes. Members of the Portland Police Bureau
should ensure their actions do not precipitate the use of deadly force by placing themselves
or others in jeopardy by engaging In actons that are inconsistent with trining the member
has received with regard to acceptable training principles and tactics.

Threat indicators, Levels of Control, and Post Use of Force Medical Attention are outlned in

detail In DIR 1010.20 Physical Force.
**** .

1010.20 PHYSICAL FORCE

POLICY 1010.20

The Portland Police Bureau recognizes that duty may require members to use force. The
Bureau requires that members be capable of using effective force when appropriate. It is
the policy of the Bureau to accomplish its mission as effectively as possible with as little
reliance on force .as practicaL.

The Bureau places a high value on resolving confrontations, when practcal, with less force

than the maximum that may be allowed by law. The Bureau also places a high value on the
use of de-escalation tools that minimize the need to use force.

The Bureau Is dedicated to providing the training, resources and management that help
members safely and effectively resolve confrontati9ns through the application of deescalation tools and lower levels afforce.

It Is the policy of the Bureau that members use only the force reasonably necessary under
the totality of circumstances to perform their duties and resolve confrontations efectively
and safely. The Bureau expects members to develop and display, over the course of their
practice of law enforcement, the skils and abilties that allow them to regularly resolve
confrontations without resorting to the higher levels of allowable force.
Such force may be used to accomplish the following offcial purposes:
a. Prevent or terminate the commission or attempted commission of an offense
b. Lawfully take a person into custody, make an arrest, or prevent an escape.
c. Prevent a suicide or serious self-inflicted injury.
d. Defend the member or other person from the use of physical force.

e. Accomplish some offcial purpose or duty that is authorized by law or judicial .

decree.

When determining if a member has used only the force reasonably necessary to perform
their duties and resolve confrontations effectively and safely, the Bureau wil consider the
totality of circumstances faced by the member, including the following:'
Arbitratots Opinion and Award. 3
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a. The severit of the crime.
b. The impact of
the person's behavior on the public.
c. The Eixtent to which the person posed an immediate threat to the safety of offcers,
self or others.
d. The extent to which the person actIvely resisted efforts at control.
e. Whether the person attempted to avoid control by flight.
f. The time, tactics and resources available.

g. Any circumstance that affcts the balance of interests between the government
and the person.
The Bureau's levels of control model describes a range of effective tactical options and
Identifes an upper limit on the force that may potentially be used given a particular level of
threat. However, autority to use force under this policy is determined by the totality of
circumstances at a scene rather than any mechanical modeL.

Directive 315.30 - Unsatisfactory Penormance
Members shall maintain suficient competency to properly perform their duties and assume
the responsibilties of their positions.

Members shall penorm their duties in a manner that will maintain the highest standards of
effciency in carrying out the functions and objectives of the Bureau. Unsatisfactory

performance may be demonstrted by a lack of knowledge of the application of laws
required to be enforced; an unwillngness or Inabilit to perform assigned tasks; the failure
to conform to work standards established for the rank, grade or position; the failure to take
appropriate action on the occasion of a crime, disorder, or other condition deserving police
attention; or absence without leave.

In addition to other indications of unsatIsfactory performance, the following examples could
be consIdered prima facie evidence of unsatisfactory performance: performance

deficiencies or a written record of infractions of rules, regulations, directives or orders of the

Bureau.
IV. SUMMARY OF THE EVENTS LEADING TO THE
FATAL SHOOTING OF AARON CAMPBELL

The'Sandy Terrace Apartments comprise several two-story buildings. Each apartment is
accessed through an alcove containing a staircase. Four units are accessed from each alcove.

The ground floor apartments contain glass d~ors that open to a lawn and pool In the rear. The

two buildings relevant to this dispute are located on the east side of the complex and run in a

north-south direction. There is a narrow walkway between the first and second buildIng that

accesses the rear lawn and pool. The first building or northernmost building off Sandy
Boulevard contains unit 37, a ground floor unit located off the third alcove

from Sandy

. .

~lO
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Is also supposed to consider the possibilty that an indivdual may be unarmed even If it is

reported that he owns a gun.

Chief Reese explained his conclusion that the use of deadly force was not reasonably
necessaiy. Given what the Grievant knew about the incident, he should have viewed Mr;

Campbell as basically compliant when he emerged from his apartment. Because of Mr.
Campbells general compliance, the absence of aggression, 'and hard cover available to the
offcers, they had several reasonable options available, such as continuing the dialogue with Mr.

Campbell, beanbags, K-9, tasers, contaInment, and mobilzing SERT (Special Emergency
Response Team) or HNT (Hostage.

Negotiating Team). Had Mr. Campbell taken cover at the

front of the Volvo, Chief Reese explained, the dog Bano could have taken and held Mr.
Campbell. Had he pulled a gun, offcers had hard cover, and the Giievant had an AR-15. SERT

and HNT could have been called; they have ballstics shields and other tools available to

approach an armed suspect underneath a car, testied Chief Reese. The ofcers had handguns
and shotguns, and they had fields of fire in which they could have stopped Mr. Campbell from

engaging police. To take offensive action, stated the Chief, Mr. Campbell would have had to

expose himself to the offcers, and they would have had a shot at him. Chief Reese added that

had Mr. Campbell made it back to his apartment, they would have had the advantage of
containment, time, and additional opportunities to communicate with him.

Chief Reese also pointed to the police directives requiring officers to use the least amount
of force to gain their objectives. (Those directives are

discussed in greater detail below).

The Chief respected offcers having to make split-second decisions but emphasized that, In
Mr. Campbells case, they had ample time to evaluate the situation and make sure all offcers

were on the same page: K-9 officer, Grievant, less-lethal operators, and custody team. He
testified that if offcers are not certin with the status of a call or with their approach, including

communications, they often get on the radio and ask.

;.
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The Chief understood that the Grievant was the primary lethal cover for the custody team.

Lethal cover simply means that an officer has a lethal weapon out, a handgun or rifle. It does
not excuse an offcer from all the decision-making that one has to go through when viewing the

totality of circumstance. The Grievant erred by viewing all of Mr. Campbell's actions in the
worst light Based on what the Grievant did at the scene and on his explanations during the

investigation, his thoughts and actions were like those of a sniper, focusing on the perceived
threat to the exclusIon of everyhing else.

Chief Reee also commented on the K.9 resource. The bureau's K-9 program uses
Gennan shepherds. Chief Reese testified that he has worked in SERT training scenarios
involvIng dogs, that he has played the part of the "bad guy," the dog's target. He explained that
it is terrifing to be hunted and attacked by

a police dog. When a dog locates a target, it corres
,

on hard, fast and aggressively, usually barking. When it bites, one is distracted from any
aggressive

have

intentions and is focused only on the dog. This is something the Grievant should
known.

The Chief issued lengthy suspensions to Offcer Lewton and to Sergeants Reyna and
Blrklnbine. (These suspensions have been grleved and are pending arbitration.)

Ofcer Lewton was disciplined for firing the beanbags when he did because Mr. Campbell
was not overtly resisting offcers. Chief Reese viewed Mr. Campbell's resistance as pas.sive and

given the circumstances, Oficer Lewton should have restrained himself. He could have pursued

options such as engaging Campbell in conversation and having Campbell drop to his knees

or remain still so he could be approached by offcers and taken into custody. Offcer
Lewton's discipline also charged him with failnQ to consider circumstances mitigating any
potential threat posed by Mr. Campbell.

Regarding the two sergeants (Birkinbine and Reyna), Chief Reese testifed they were
remIss in not informing the custody team that they had asked Mr. Campbell to send the children
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The City's police Directives 1010.10 and 1010.20 essentially mirror the ruling in Graham v.

Connor.'5 Under the City's Directive 1010.10.a and Graham, the Grievant's use of deadly force

can be justified only if he reasonably believed Campbell posed an immediate threat of death or
serious injury to others. The reasonableness of his belief is an objective one and it is evaluated
In the context of all the facts and circumstances of the situation as it was unfolding. See

Directive 1010.20. This standard is not disputed by the parties, although the City contends that

its own directives are more stringent than the one articulated by the Supreme Court. The Cit's
contention is çiddressed below. .
3. Other Relevant Case Precedent

Cases decided after Graham v. Connor offer valuable guidance to the resolution of the
.Instant dispute. Those cases examined the Graham framework under varying sets of fact and

helped iluminate the question of whether the use of force was reasonable in a given situation.
Most cases have arisen in the context of summary judgment, and many have dismissed the suit

on the grounds that the use of force by law enforcement was objectively reasonable as a matter
of law.'6 The following reviews some of the more instructive cases.
a) No Post-Hoc

'Analysis

The Sixth Circuit made a strong cautionary statement against a post~hoc analysis of deadly
. force that does not consider the exIgencies of the moment:

15

The full text of the relevant Portland rules and policies were set fort in full In Part iI.B, at pp. 2-4, supra.

16 In 2001 the hIgh Court gave police ofce a send defese against cOnstitutionl exesive force claims. In Saucier
v. Katz, 533 U.S. 194 (2001), the Court ruled tht even ifthe use of
force was exæssive under Graam v. Connor, a Jaw
enfoceent offcer might be entitled to qualifed immunity If he or she resonably misaehends the law governing the
drcmstanc confrted. That is, the "dispOSitive inquiry is whether it would be clear to a reasonable offcer tht th

conduct was unlawfl in the situation he confled." Id., at 194. If the coduct was not cleay unlawfl, the offcer is
entiUed
to quaifed immuruty. .
Case subsequent to Saucier v. Katz, including cases cited herein, have often dismiss claims based on the
qualified immunity defnse simply beuse it is an easier one fo Uie offcer to prove. The Arllrator doe nol, however,
believe that the qualifed immunity doctrne plays a role in this dispute. The Portland Police directives reflec the languge of
Graham v. Connor, and not the language of the qualified immunity inquiry expressed In saucier v. KatZ. Nevereless,

cases are cited In thIs discssion that dismissed claims afer finding qualifed immunity. In each such ca, however, th
court has also made findings or observations on the objective reasonableness ofth use of
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posed by any noncompliance on the victim's part, and whether a serious threat is involved. In

the inst~nt dispute, Aaron Campbell was clearly in a disturbed mental state and he had
commited no crime. On the other hand, the Ninth Circuit did not address these circumstances
In the context' of the perception by the officer that subject was reaching for a gun to shoot. In

Deorle no weapon draw occurred and deadly force was not used. In Glenn, the victim had a
knife, which can be deadly, but had not threatened to use it on anyone but himself.

Haugen v. Brosseau, supra, is the only case, to this Arbitratots knowledge, where a court
held that the apparent reach for a weapon was not suffcient reason for shooting. However, the
court held

that the offcets belief concerning that reach wa~not objectively reasonable because

It was not corroborated by other witnesses. The Arbitrator is not aware of any case where a
court has held that considering all circumstances, the offcer's objectively reasonable belief that
the subject was reaching for a deadly weapon was not a sufficient ba.sis to shoot.

4. Whether the Portland Rule is More Stringent than the Constitutional Standard: The
Consideration of Lesser Alternatives to Deadly Force
The City, citing Policies 1010.10 and 1010.20, contends that "the Bureau's current

standards for its offcers' use of force are based on the Graham analysis but they set a higher
standard, and are more restrictive, than. the minimum standard for civil liabilty under Graham.
(Tr., pp. 486-499.)" Citys brief at 27. This higher standard states "(t)he bureau expects

members to develop and display over the course of their practice of law enforcement the skils

and abilties that allow them to regularly resolve confrontations' without resorting to the higher

levels of allowable force." Directive 1010.20. That directive also states: "(t)he Bureau places a
high value on resolving confrontations, when practical, with less force than the maximum that
may be allowed by law."
It is not clear that as a matter of law, the Citys directives are more restrictive than

Graham.20 However, It is not necessary to decide that question because the City's Directive

20

Research indicates that whether alternatives should be considered depends on th facts and circumstances.
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were able to observe much of it. There was no discernable bias in any of their testimony. Ryan

Pannell was a miltary veteran who was critical of the police handling of the matter. He was

mistaken about what Campbell was wearing and about his trajectory coming out of the
apartment. In addition. he did not observe all of the critical activty. Nevertheless, the Arbitrator

.found his testimony credible enough to be considered regarding what he observed (except
where he was clearly mistaken). The three college students (Jenna Peterson, Wiliam Camp

and Tyler Snow) at Darrin's Place apartents viewed all the events as they unfolded. Their
accounts were non-judgmental, honest and had enough consistency with officer testimony to

justify crediting what they said. Bear in mind that on many details, as recounted above,
witnesses varied considerably. As any student of the law (or human nature) knows, this is quite
common when events unfold very quickly.

c) The Grievant's Allegedly Inflexible and Rigid Decision-Making

The termination letter, Chief Mike Reese's and others' testimony, and the Cit's posthearing brief pays particular attention to the City's belief that the Grievant violated City directives

because of his Inflexible and rigid thought process throughout his time on Sandy Boulevard, a

rigidit that prevented him from properly taking into account all the facts and circumstances.
Without going Into the specific allegations, this rigidity of thinking allegedly prevented him from

considering evidence that the situation was de-escalating when Aaron Campbell exited the
apartment, that he was Intending to surrender, and that if he did reach for his waistband, It was

a pain-reaction to the beanbag pellets. The City pointed to various statements of the GrIevant's

(made during the Investigation) as evidence of a failure to consider all facets of a particular
piece of information. For Instance, during the investigation the Grievant described Campbell's
decision to release the children as "bold" and suggested a plan to get them out of

harm's way so

he could engage the police. The City accuses the Grievant of not considering that Campbell's
release of the children could have been an act of cooperation and compliance.

The Cits partial focus on the Grievant's alleged mind-set poses two difculties.
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First, it is questionable whether anyone who has made a split-second decision in
circumstances such the one at issue can fully and adequately recollect and articulate what went

through his head. Thus, this Aritrator has some difculty with the City premising its case (in
part) on alleged rigid and inflexible thinking on the Grievant's part.23

Second and more importantly, the Graham standard and the City's directives require an
officer's conduct to be considered from an objective standpoint, not a subjective one. In fact,
Graham stated, "An officets evil intentions wil not make a Fourth Amendment viol.atlon out of
an objectively reasonable use for force; nor will an offcets good intentions make an objectively
unreasonable use of force constitutionai."24 Graham v. Connor. supra, 490 U.S. at 397. In other

words, supposing that the Grievant had clearly articulated how he carefully weighed and
balanced each fact and circumstance before concluding that lethal force was justifed, his

ultimate decision still could have been unreasonable and therefore a violation of Portland Poliæ
Bureau directives. Conversely, had it turned out that Campbell was indeed reaching for his gun
and turning to fire at police, the

shooting would have been deemed justified and the Gnevant's

thought processes would not have been critiqued.26 Therefore, the evaluation'of the use of

deadly force should focus only on the objective circumstances that were, or should have been,
23 This case is a good example of what lurks for an arbitrtor who decides to evaluate an employee's thought
processes. The Assoiation was able to put into. question most or all of the City's allegations about the Grievæit
havIng an '"Inflexible mind set" by supplementing statements frm one investigation with something the Grievant said
at another, by chalJenging the Cit's interpretation of a statement, or by having the Grievant explain himself furter at

hearing. In the end, it gels the debate. nowhere because what counts are the inferences made by the objectively
reasonable police offcer from the known facts.

24 Graham stated, however. that any offcer il will toward a subject may be pertinent in assessing the ofcets

credibilty. Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. at 399, n. 12.
25 In its post-hearing brief, the City argues that even if the Grievants decision to shoot Campbell was justified
under Graham and DirectIves 1010.10/1010.20, his rigid and Inflexible mindset, including his beief

-:

that Campbell had

some sort of plan and that CampbelJ was a threat throughout, vIolated Directive 315.30, which pertins to
unacceptable offcer perfrmance. According to the City, ~Portland police offcers are trained to be adaptie and

change their respons according to their assessment of circumstaces, and the Bureau could not conscentiously

continue to employ Grievant when he demonstraed that he could not de-calate his mindset or be adaptive given
the facts in question.. Citýs brief, p. 83. In other wo.rds, the City is saying that even if it had turned out that Campbell

had a gun and was going to shoot at others, the Grievant slill would have ben (or could have been) discharged for
violatIng Directive 315.30. Whatever the theoretlcal merit of this argument, realistically it is too absurd to warrnt
furter consideration. This Aritrator has never heard, or heard of, a disciplinary case being premised on an

employee's thought processes alone. .

..
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The training given the Grievant Is an important consideratIon. It is axiomatic that an
employee should not be disciplined for behavior consistent with his or her training. As the

Association points out, the Ninth Circuit considers the training given to the officer to be
important when evaluating the reasonableness of the use of

force. In .Torres v. City of Maders,

524 F.3d 1053, 1057 (9th Cir. 2008) the court wrote:

Five factors were relevant to the reasonableness determination: (1) the nature of
the training the officer had received to prevent incidents like this from happening:

(2) whether the ofcer acted in accordance with that training; (3) whether
following that training would have alerted the officer that he was holding a
handgun; (4) whether the defendant's conduct heightened the offcer's sense of
danger; and (5) whether the defendant's conduct caused the offIcer to act with
. undue haste alid inconsistently with that training.

Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that there are a limitless number of factual
scenarios where lethal force mayor may not be justified under the Graham rule. Because of this

large universe of possibilties, police cannot be trained on the proper response to every situation
that might arise.28 Further, police officers cannot justif the use of excessive force based merely

on conditioned responses to their training. In fact, as noted in Warren County, 122 LA 1151
(Wren, 2006), unthinking conditioned responses are what offcers must seek to avoid. Thus, it is

possible that the Grievant's behavior was consistent with his specifc situational training but stil

was an unreasonable use of force under Graham and the City's rules. The specifc training
evidence should not be the tail wagging the dog. Training evidence must be evaluated only as a

component of the bigger question, which is whether from an objective viewpoint, considering all
the circumstances, the Grievant reasonably believed that Mr. Campbell posed an immediate risk

of death or serious injury.

Regarding the Training Division Review, described above in Part V.B, pp. 32-33, the
Association vigorously complains about the authors' failure to consult the actual traIners (until

after the final draft) and the authors' failure to include the trainers' opinions in the report. The

28 There Is no dispute that the Grievant was properly lrained regarding the Graham expeclalions, as refected in

the Portland Police Directives 1010.10 and 1010.20, and that he understood those expectations.
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Association also finds suspect the fact that there are five draf. reports concluding that the

Grievant's conduct was consistent with his training followed by a draft reaching the opposite
conclusion. It suggests that political pressure had something to do with this reversal of position,
a charge Lieutenant King somewhat convincingly denied at hearing.

Given the Arbitrator's ultimate dètermlnation in this case, she has decided not to make any
determinoatlon regarding the Association's complaints concerning the process of the Training

Division Review and the conclusio~s contained in the fin~1 report. Aspects of the Grievanls
training, however, wil Infbnn the Arbitratots final decision in this matter.

7. Deferral to Management's Determination
The City contends that the Arbitrator should defe.r to management's determination when it is

the result of a thorough, multi-level decision-making proces. Furter, quoting from Airfoil
Forging Textron, 106 LA 945,950 (1996) (Klein, Arb.), the City contends:

A basic principle of labor justice holds that "the initial detennination of the
appropriate penalty is primarily the function of Management and that only when

the Employers determination can be deemed to be arbitrary, capricious,
discriminatory, unreasonable, or made in bad faith is an arbitrator justmed In
interfering with the Employers detennination by concluding that the Employer
abused its discretion in meting out the. . . penalty.n

The Arbitrator respects the determinations of those who reviewed the Aaron Campbell

shooting and commends the thoroughness of the City's investigatory and decision-making
process. Nevertheless, the Collective Bargaining Agreement's just cause clause requires the

Arbitrator to conduct an independent review of the appropriateness of the Grievant's conduct
under the Police Bureau's directives. The Arbitrator agrees with the City's contention that some

deference should be made to managements decision regarding discipline, but that principle
applies only to the level of discipline (e.g., reprimand, suspension, discharge, demotion). It Is the.

Arbitrator's task to decide whether an employer has sustained its burden of proving that it had
just cause to issue the discipline in the first place.
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B. The Reasonableness of the Grievant's Decision to Shoot
This discussion now turns to the central issue in this case, which Is whether the Grievant's
decision to shoot Aaron Campbell was objectively reasonable, considering all the circumstances

known (or which should have been known) to the Grievant at the time of the incident. More

specifcally, the question is whether, .considering all the circumstnces, the Grievant had an
objectively reasonable belief that Mr. Campbell posed an immediate threat of death or serious
injury to others.

The Arbitrator remarked to the parties at the conclusion of the hearing days that she found

the call to be a close one. Both sides thoroughly presented their evidence and engaged in
vigorous cross-examination of th~ opponent's evidence. The post-hearing briefs were similarly
thorough and their arguments were forcefully presented, leaving the Arbitrator stil of two minds.

The Arbitrator is aware that this Is a controversial case in the public eye and it has received a

great deal of media attention. The Cit appropriately notes that arbitrators are or should be
sensitive to issues of police-community relatIons raised by law enforcement offcers'

inappropriate use of deadly force. It was only after her careful review of the voluminous record

and the Graham case law, juxtaposed with the parties' writen arguments, that the Arbitrator
finally was a~1e to reach her determination that the grievance should be sustained.

Before beginning this analysis, the arguable errors and omissions of other offcers on the
scene bear mentioning. These included:
v'

· The lack of communication to the custody team regarding the texts and calls to Mr.
Campbell.

· The lack of communication to the custody team of the overall plan and strategy,
· The absence of leadership during the critical moments, and

· The beanbagging of Mr. Campbell, which the City believes should not have occurred.
One might posit that had Mr. Campbell not been beanbagged and .had further effort been
made to talk to hIm, he wouldn't have run.
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threat at any subsequent polnt.29

There were certin circumstances, set forth above. indicating that Mr. Campbell was not a

threat. In particular, he came out of the apartment with his hands on his head and kept his
hands In full view, at least until he was beanbagged. He was known to be suicidal but had not

threatened Ms. Jones or her children, not had he directly threatened offcers. These
circumstances suggested an intent on the part of Mr. Campbell to surrender to officers in order

to get some mental help. Therefore, it is reasonable to wonder why he would bring a gun with

him, for he would surely know that the presence of a weapon would not play well with police
officers.
On the other hand, the Arbitrator cannot ignore evidence of Mr. Campbells demeanor after

he emerged from the apartent, a less than cooperative demeanor that made his intent

uncertin.
Further, the testimony of offcers at the scene who believed that Mr. Campbell could be
armed Is entitled to substantial weight. Sergeant Birkinbine thought that Mr. Campbell could be

armed. Offcer Kemple stated he thought there was "a good chance he was armed." Tr. 781.

Offcer Elias testified there was never a time he thought Mr. Campbell was unarmed. Officer

Lewton believed Mr. Campbell was armed and a high risk. Officer Boylan said that "every

information we had was that he was armed" when he was outside. Tr. 335. Ofcer Wilard
agreed. Even the Citys expert witness, Janies McCabe, stated it was reasonable to believe Mr.
Campbell was armed.

These witnesses based their view on the fact Mr. Campbell was known to have a weapon

with him, was known to keep it in his jacket pocket, and was wearing a jacket when he
emerged. He had threatened suicide by police, and when he became aware of police presence,

29 It could be argued that if it was not reasonable to believe.Mr. Campbell was armed, then it would not be

rea~onable 10 view him as a serious threat at aU. However, the discussion here is about knowing the unknowable.
Police ofcers are sometimes confronted with anned individuals whom they had no reason to believe are armed too

oftn with trgic consequence. '
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texted Angie Jones with the statement, "Don't make me get my gun. I ain't playing." In addition,

offcers did not know why Mr. Campbell had emerged from the apartment. Offcers testifed that
they are trained to be alert for signs that a subject may be armed. Sergeant Birkinbine, for
instance, testifed that officers are taught to

assume subjects are armed in a situation such as

exercised similar precautions when securing him and exercIsing custody. Also tellng was the
extensive precautions that offcers took approaching Mr. Campbell after the Grievant shot him.
They did not know whether he was dead or incapacitated,

so they were concerned that he might

pun out a gun and fire at them. The decision to exercise this caution was made by others on
scene; the Grievant had nothing to do with It.

Given the information that the Grievant had a handgun in the jacket he was wearing inside
the apartment, that he emerged from fhe apartment wearing a jacket, and that he had made

what could be construed as threats to use that gun against police, and also given offcers'
training in circumstances such as the one at hand, the Arbitrator concludes that there was a
reasonable basis for believing

that Mr. Campbell could be armed. The Arbitrator was troubled by

the Grievant's and other offcers' certainty thaf Mr. Campbell was armed. In her opinion, it was

reasonable to believe there was a possibilty that he was armed, perhaps even a substantial
possibilty. One could not be certin, however without actually seeing the gun.

b) How Credible was the Grievant's Stated Observation that Mr. Campbell was
making a Motion of Reaching into his Waistband?
This question requires a determination of credibilty. The Grievant testified that he saw- Mr.

Campbell's left hand reach back and into his waistband, a place where indisputably weapons
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d) Were There Reasonable Alternatives to Grievant's Use of Deadly Force?
Before reaching a firm conclusion on this matter, the question of the availabilty of

altemalive responses must be addressed. As stated previously, it is something that the Cits
directives indicate should be considered. The question is a ~ricky one, because if a subject can
be reasonably saId to pose an immediate risk of death or serious injury, then options that would

place offcers at risk surely cannot be considered. However, there may be circumstances - such
as where all officers have good cover - where other options might be viable.sa
The Cit argues that the Grievant's decision to shoot violated directives because even if Mr.

Campbell was tring to pull out a weapon to shoot at officers, the circumstances of the scene
obviated the need for deadly force.34

Essentially, there was one option available to the Grievant, which wil be dubbed here as
the "wait and see" .option. This option is predicated upon the evidence that officers within firing

distance of Campbell had very good to a moderate Jevel of cover protection and that the
overwhelmingly superior torces at the scene would have eventually subdued Campbell one way
or another. The likely outcomes of this option would have been one or more of the following.

1. The K-9, Bano, would have attacked Mr. Campbell and either brought him down, or at
least distracted Campbell enough that officers could better see whether he was armed. Of
course, had Mr. Campbell been armed, Bano could have been shot.
2. Bano would not have been successful and Mr. Campbell would have escaped either to

the cover of the Volvo or to his apartment. From either positon he either would have drawn
his gun, presumably to fire at offcers (thereby clearly justifng deadly force) or he would
not have used a weapon, in which case police could have employed other tactics to difuse
the situation.

sa This is a c1icken-nd-egg problem. If everyone is out of harm's way, one might argue that the subject, at least
at that point in time, does not pose an ImmedIate threat of death or serious injury.

34 Bear in mind that this discussion does not concern alternatives generally available to police offcers at the
scene, such as talking Mr. Campbell into compliance in lieu of bean
over the strategies employed at the scene or decisions made by
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The City contends the wait and see approach was a reasonable alternative and would

thereby render the Grlevant's conduct unreasonable, since its rules require offcers to pursue
reasonable options short of deadly force.

The Association strongly disagrees that options should be considered when the subject

already poses an immediate deadly threat. Police are not expected to employ les invasive
tactIcs at the risk of the loss of innocent life, it contends. The Association presented

considerable evidence (evidence that also has been considered in a number of court decIsions).

showing that if the offcer waits to see what the suspect who appears to reach for a weapon is
about to do, it could easily be too late. A suspect, even while running away, can draw and fire a

weapon much more quickly than an ofcer can react by firing back. Not all offcers had perfect
cover at the scene. For instanæ, bullets, even from a small handgun, could have penetrated the

dumpster providing cover for Officer Elias or the passenger part of the patrol car shielding
Offcer Lewton. Further, bullets can penetrate wood-sided apartment buildings. Thus, allowing
Mr. Campbell to fire of rounds from his position of cover, even while beIng attacked by the' K-9,

would have created an unacceptable risk. The AssocIation vigorously argues that Portland
Police Bureau training is entirely inconsistent with the City's position.

To the Arbitrator, the K-9 was an intriguing alternative. Had the Grievant waited perhaps a
second or two, Bano probably would have been on Mr. Campbell and could have taken him

down. In the relatively confined area that Mr. Campbell was entering (between the Volvo and

the apartment building), he had litle room for avoiding Bano. As witnesses testifed, having a
large, hard-charging, snarling German shepherd leap upon you is distracting, to say the least.

Even if Mr. Campbell had been armed, he would have had dificulty getting some shots of with
Bano pullng him down.

On the other hand, that second or two could have been critical if in fact Mr. Campbell had
been tryng to pull a gun to shoot. He might have shot Bano, or worse, a bullet could have

penetrated the doors of the vehicle behind which' Oficer Lewton was positioned (he did not
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have engine block hard cover), the dumpster which shielded OffIcer Elias, or it could have hit

one of the offcers using the patrol car's englnè block as cover who might not have crouched
. down fast enough or who could have been peering over the hood of the car. There was also the

possibilty that a bullet could have penetrated one of the apartments, hitting an occupant. There
was not a high likelihood that a bullet would have hit someone, but it would have been possible.

One does "not need to delve very deeply into metropolitan newspapers to read about stray
bullets hittng an innocent person inside a dwellng or walking on the street, or hitting a police

offcer with inadequate cover.
Chief Reese believed that the K-9, Bano, was upon Mr. Campbell when the Grievant fired

the fatal shot. He testifed, "The dog, based on the intervews with the offcers, the dog bit him

literally as he was shot." Tr. 1517. As the Association contends, Chief Reese's belief was
contrary to the evidence. Witnesses gener.aJly placed Bano somewhere in the east to centereast of the parking lot when the fatal shot rang out. He was out of the vision of the Grievant and

other custody team members at this point. Detailed witness testimony is set forth in Part IV.E,
supra, pp. 22.23. Even Lieutenant King, as the Association pointed out in it brief, placed Bano

roughly east of the center line of the parking iot. Although the Grievant knew that the dog was

on the scene as a resource, the Arbitrator finds it credible that he did not know the dog had
been reiease~ when he fired the fatal shot because at that point, the dog was outside his line of
vision as he focused through his

weapon's aperture on Mr. Campbell.35

The Association presented considerable, persuasive evidence that offcers are trained that
theK-9 is not a resource when the subject is reasonably thought to pose an immediate threat of

death or serious injury to others. A dog is no match for a gun and, as Officer Elias stated wi no
dispute from the Cit, a handier would not send his K~9 on a suicide mission.38 Even if the K-9

35 Dr. McCabe, the Citys expert, stated, "I can undårstand aiming and not seeIng the dog. Thals understandable,

thals resonable," McCabe deposition, at 86. "
. 38 Thre also was evidence that ofcers are trned that K-9s are not 100% reliable. WhUe this may be bte, !h Arilrtor
believes that the compelfing cosideration is the possibiUty tht a giiinan could shoot the dog or

fire shots around it;
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successfully attacks the subject, if the subject is armed, he can fire off a shot that could hit
offcers, bystanders - or the dog.

The second part of the wait and see alternative discounts the effectiveness of the 1:-9. Bear

in mind that this alternative assumes that it was reasonable to believe that Mr. Campbell was

reaching for a weapon and trying to pull it out to shoot at others. The Arbitrator herself àsked

about -¡hat option (as well as about the dog option) relatively early in proceedings. The Volvo
was not very good cover for Mr. Campbell because even if he were able to reach the opposite
side of the automobile and crouch beside the engine block for hard cover, he was exposed from

the side and the rear. There were officers immediately to the east of him. (However, to
effectively get a shot at Campbell, they would have to expose themselves by running to a chain

link fence~ which would have been quite risky.) There were other officers in the rear that could

have circled around behind him. In other words, there were ample police resources on the
scene that would have overcome Mr. Campbell eventually.

The Cit's argument emphasizes the availabilty of these resources and it notes that since
Mr. Campbell was runnIng away, the distance gave officers more options. The problem with this

argument is that it goes counter to the training the offcers have received. This alternative would

have had offcers wait until Mr. Campbell at least drew a weapon and perhaps, as Chief Reese
suggested, also wait for him to take offensive action, before using deadly

force. The Bureau has

never trained officers to wait to see the gun before firing, so long as there is a reasonable belief
that the suspect is a deadly threat (and this alternative makes that assumptIon). Various training

offcers so testified, as did the Association's expert witness. Court cases discussed previously
also have so ruled. It wouid have taken only a split second for Mr. Campbell to pull out a
weapon and shoot and in a position of cover he easily could have fired off multiple rounds.

It is fair to ask why a reasonable offcer (with his AR-15 trained on Mr. Campbell) could not

wait until seeing gunmetal to shoot, or even the withdrawal and pointing of the gun as if to

shoot. Could he not then simply pull the trigger, beating Mr. Campbell to the punch, so to
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speak? The Association's expert witness, Dr. Wiliam Lewinski, answered this question in the
negative. He testrfed at length about the underpinnings of the

action/reaction principle. He

recounted numerous studies where precise measurements have been taken of the time it takes

a skiled indivdual, such as an athlete or a fit and trained police officer, to react to a stimulus.
He also recounted measurements of the time it takes to pull a handgun from a waistband and

shoot it, even while running. According to his expertise, it would have taken Mr. Campbell an

average of 0.25 seconds to pull a gun from his waistband and get off a shot while running

(shooting under his right arm, for Instance). It would have taken the Grievant, assuming he was
alert, skiled and had his AR"15 trained on Mr. Campbell, an average of 0.45 seconds to
respond with a shot. Specifcally, he testifed:

If the offcer has the finger on the frame and the weapon already aligned, . . . the
weapon's already aligned and the offcer's moving the finger inside the frame and
pullng the trigger, the offcer's reaction time, totaling perception, processing, .

motor movement time is 45-1 OOths of a second.

Tr. 3181. The decisIon-making prong for the offcer would add another 0.25 seconds to the
reaction. Thus, in his opinion, Mr. Campbell would have been able to get off two shots before
the Grievant could have returned fire. He added that If Mr. Campbell had obtained cover so that

the gun could not be seen, the police react!on time would be longer to the sound of a shot. The
City did not dispute this evidence.

The City's expert, Dr. McCabe, opined that for Mr. Campbell's shots to have hit anyone, he
would have to have been quite "lucky. n McCabe deposition, at 68. In fact, he opined that it was

reasonable to believe that Mr. Campbell was pullng a gun to shoot, but unreasonable for tlie
Grievant to shoot first because any shot fired by Mr. Campbell would not have been well aimed.

The Arbitrator agrees that Mr. Campbell would not have been able to aim very precisely. In

addition, offIcers had full or partial cover and it would have been a truly random shot to hit one
of them or someone inside the apartment buildings. Nevertheless, the Arbitrator concludes that

even a "lucky" shot posed an unacceptable risk to offcers with less than perfect cover or who
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would have had to raise themselves slightly above the line of the patrol car's hood In order to
shoot back. As stated previously, poorly aimed random shots do tragically kil or Injure oficers

and bystanders, even thQs~ located some distance away or inside buildings. There was no
evidence that oficers are trained to take this risk; indeed, the evidence was to the contrary.

C. Arbitrator's Conclusion
This was a veri tragic case, one where the Monday-morning quarterback has the clear

advantage when divining what went wrong. The case law regarding the Constiutional use of
deadly force has been particularly instructive. Although It turned out that Mr. Campbell did not
have a gun with him in the parking lot, Graham and its progeny consistently emphasize that "20-

20 hindsight" must be avoided. Further, as the recitation of cases showed, those adjudicators
have had lite difficulty concluding that If a subject appears to be reaching for what could

reaso,nably be considered a gun, deadly force is justifed, even though no weapon has been
observed. The courts have not said that every reaching motion justifies lethal force, but where
the circumstances indicate that the subject could be anned and has indicated possible intent to

use the weapon, then deadly force wil survive the Constitutional test. The Portand Police
Bureau directives on lethal force essentially mirror the Constitutional standar~ articulated by the

courts. The courts are not wiling to require law enforcement offcers to take risks to themselves
or to the safety. of others. Furter, as the courts have instructed, the determination of

reasonablenes must make allowances for the split-second decision making that is required of

police offcers: Although the events here unfolded over a period of time, the critcal period was
during the few seconds between the time Officer Lewton shot the initial beanbag rounds and the

time that Mr. Campbell neared the Volvo. The situation with Mr. Campbell changed very rapidly,
forcing the Grievant to make a quick decision.

In the instant case, although Mr. Campbell had not committed a crime and displayed some

behavior showing surrender and compliance (although this behavior was inconsistent), the
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Arbitrator concludes that it was reasonable to believe that he could be armed, and that when he
ran, there was suffcient evidence for a finding that Mr. Campbell made motions that appeared

to look like he was reaching for a gun. The Arbitrator also finds that the reasonable police offcer
could conclude that had Mr. Campbell pulled a gun, he would have fired it - possibly at others,

or perhaps at himself. The case law points to the conclusion that thIs is a suficient basis for
finding that there was an objectively reasonable basis for believing that Mr. Campbell posea an

immediate risk of serious injury or death to others.
Accordingly, the Arbitrator concludes that the City has not sustained its burden of proving

that the Grievant's use offorce violated Portland Police Bureau directives 1010.10 and 101020.
It lacked just cause to terminate the Grievant, and the grievance is sustained.
VII. AWARD
For the reasons set forth in the foregoing discussion and analysis, the determination of the
Arbitrator is that the Cit has not sustained its burden of proving just cause to terminate the

Grievant, and therefore that termination violated the .Collective Bargaining Agreement. The City

is ordered to reinstate the Grievant to his former position as a police offcer and to make him
whole for wages lost during the period of his unemployment, less interim earnings. The

Arbitrator shall retain jurisdiction in this matter for 90 days from the date of this award In order to
resolve any issues pertaining to the remedy herein

ordered.

The Arbitrator's fees and expenses wil be paid according to the Collective Bargaining

Agreement, Article 22.5.2.

Date: . March 30, 2012

ç?tú r tVt1~øi
Jane R. Wilkinson
Labor Arbitrator
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After an extensve arbitration hearing, Arbitrator Wilkson found that the City
had not met its legal burden of proving that Frashour's conduct was "just cause" for

discharge under the labor contract between the City and the Portlan Police Association
("PPA"). (Stip. Facts '1 5). The Arbitrator ordered that Frashour be reintated to lu

former position as a Portand police officer with ful back pay. ¡d.
The Arbitrator's decisioii generaly, and the reinstatement remedy that she
. awarded, are not enforceable unde DRS 243.706(1) because they are not consistent with
"public policy requiements . .. respectig... unjustied and egregious use of physical

or deadly force. . . .." The thee-par analysis for enforcement of arbitration awards
created by the Board, and wluch form the basis for the PPA' s arguent, is a recpe for

rubber-staping rathr than meangf review. . Contrar to the PPA's asserton, the

Oregon Cour of Appeals did "not adopt or reject' ths test in Deschutes County Sheriff's
Association v. Deschutes County, 169 Or App 445, 452, n 5 (2000), and the Oregon

Supreme Cour has not directly and expressly aqdressed it. That thee-step test
eviscerates the serious public policy consideration mandated by the le"gslate when it
. enacted SB 750. and it is inconsistent with the text, context, and legilative history of
ORS 243.706(1).
The legislative lustory of DRS 243.706 is of parcular importance in ths case for
understandig the

legislatue's intent to chage the old system and make arbitrators'

reinstaement awards for public employees subject to a meangful review of those
awards compliance with public policy. There is no legal bar to the consideration of ths
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legislative lustory. Since the Board's last decision regardig the enforceabilty of
arbitration awards, the Oregon Supreme Court has declared that the 2001 amendment to
ORS 174.020 (governg the interpretation of a statute) "remove(s) the barier that the
PGE v. Bureau of Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606,859 P2d 1143 (1993)) methodology

place on the consideration of legislative history and instead place legislative history on

par with text and context." State v. Gaines, 346 Or 160, 206 P.3d 1042 (2009).
The legislative history of the 1995 amendments to ORS 243.706 demonstrates that

they were intended to overt futue arbitration deisions lie the one involving a
Porand police officer (Doug- Erickson), who shot 22 rounds and wounded a fleeing

suspet: where the arbitrator did not fmd misconduct and reinstated the officer. Ths
history clealy establishes that ORS 243.706 is designed to prevent the enforcement of an
arbitration award that reinstates a law enforcement officer whose use of deadly force
violates an employer's establishëd stadads of behavior, standads whose purose is to
protet the public and which are consistent with and related to policies "clearly defined in

statutes or judicial decisions." An arbitration award does not itself have to violate these
...- ~

statutes or judcial decisions to be unenforceable under ORS 243.706. (That is the old
Wilamina anysis which the 1995 amendments to ORS 243.706 were intended to

supersede.) Instead, to be enforceable wider ORS 243.706(1), the award must
aftively comply with public policy requrements as clearly defined in statutes or
;.

. judcia decisions.

/ 1/
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comply. The policies, wmch the framers and negotiators of SB 750 offered as examples

of "clealy defied" public policies, are those agaist:
. . . sexua harassment or sexual misconduct, unjustiied and
egregious use of physical or deadly force and serious crial

misconduct, related to work.
(ORS 243.706(1).) These are examples of.

behavior by public employees that the

legislatue intended would bar their reinstatement as a matter of public policy. Nowhere
does SB 750 provide that an arbitrtor's reinstatement award must itself violate the law

before the Board must refuse to enforce an arbitrtion award under ORS 243.670(1).

That old standad is one of PECBA's featues that the framers of SB 750 intended to
change so that public employment decisions in Oregon would not be enfòrceable uness
they were congrent with public policy.
As early

as 1998, thee yeas afer the passage of SB 750, ERB member Rita

Thomas noted in her concung opiion in.Deschutes County that the Board may not
always blidly accept the facts found by the arbitrator. She cautioned that "the languge
of ORS 243.706 reques that it may be necessary for the Board to do a right-wrong

analysis to assure tht public sector bargaig unt employees are not relieved of their

responsibilty for miscoduct." 17 PECBR at 870. That is the situation here. The Board .
should find that the arbi trator' s decision to reinstate Frashour is unenforceable, and

thereby vindicate the public policies agaist retug Frashour to the lPB and streets of .
Portland. Those policies are found in the Oregon and federal Constitutions and stamte

and Oregon judicial decisions, and they underlie the City's right and obligation to
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manage its police force by settig and enforcing higher stadards for the use of force than
the mium need to avoid civi

liabilty (the Grahm v. Connor standad).

5. Judicia Inteipretations After SB 750 of the Public Policy Requiement of

DRS 243.706(1)

Cases from the Oregon appellate courts decided since the enactment of SB 750
have ilumited some signcant aspects of the requiements of DRS

243. 706(1) and

skied others.
hi Deschutes County Sheriffs Association v. Deschutes County, 169 Or App 445,

453(2000), rev. den., 332 Or 137 (2001), the Cour of Appeas mled that under ORS
243.706(1), the public policy requiement applies to the arbitrator's reintatement award,

rater than to the underlying conduct. This interretation is consistent with federal
anogies. See, e.g., Easern Consolidated Coal Co. v. United Mine Workers of ~rica,

531 US 57, 62"63 (2000) (". . . the quetion to be answered is not whether the (former
employee's misconduct) . . . itself violates public policy, but whether the agrment to
reinstate hi does so"). However, the Cour of Appeals interpretation in Deschutes

County unduly narows the l.egislative intent underlying SB 750, whose language is

broader than the WR Grace lie of federal cases. See in parcular Senator Bryant's
statement in the legislative history that cases under PECBA "should not be adjusted by a
stadad that two wrongs make a right," 19 PECBR at 380, and Member Thomas'
concmrence in Deschutes County. 17 PECBR at 870.

III
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6. ERB's Thee-Step Analysis Has Not been Reviewed or Endorsed by the

Oregon Courts
The PPA relies heavily on ER's the thee-step analysis under ORS 243.706(1) in

its Opening Brief, although no Oregon appellate cour ha diectly reviewed or endorsed

that analysis.. The City maintans that the Board's contiued USe of that old thee-step

analysis fails to implement the language and intent of SB 750 and makes a meaigful
analysis of public policy al but impossible.

The PPA appears to argu that the Board's theepart analysis of the public policy
exception was accepted sub silentio by the Cour of Appeas in Deschutes County

because that cour "had the opportty to reject the theepart tet, but declined to do
so." See PPA's Opening Brief, p. 12. The PPA overstates the situation.. The Court of
Appeas explicitly stated in Deschutes County tht it did not reach the issue of ERB' s
theestep test because it was unecessar for the court's decision: "Because our

diposition of ths case does not require us to exame its suficiency, we do not adopt or

rejectERB's tleepar.tesi." 169 Or App at 452 n. 5. The priciple is well established
tht cour should not rue on issues that ar not necessar to its decision. See, e.g., State
v. Rodriguez, 317 Or 27, 45-46,854 P.2d 399 (Or 1993) ("A common-law cour should

not decide issues tht are neither presented nor advocate strongly by an appellant. The
reason is to limt a decision to the issues actuly conteted between the paries. i.e.,

where that contest is a product of a more inonned and complete advocacy. Otherwise

the cour may simly be deliverig a lectue or erectig a hypothetical case and
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mium Arb Award p. 43, but she looked only to the Graham standad in mag her
award (an anysis wluch the City maitas was erroneous and contrar to public
policy.) That is exactly the sort of arbitration reinstatement award that the Legislatue
intended to make unenforceable under the 1995 amendments to ORS 243.706. If the
Board allows the arbitrator's award and reinstatement remecy to stad, the result wil be

tht the PPB, and other Oregon law enforcement agencies, wil not be able to set and
enorce the higher standards for the use of force that the federal and state law endorse and
our communty expects. 42 USC §1414L.

Oregon requies law enforcement agencies to adopt policies "dealig with the use
of deadly physical force by its police officers." ORS 181.789(2). The PPB adopted and
implemented its Directives 1010.10 and 1010.20, which set higher standards for Portand
police offces than the Graham minium, in compliance with ths legislative

policy..

The arbitrator's award and reinstatement remedy contravene the public policy emboded

in ORS 181.789(2) by effectively preventig the PPB from enforcing its. higher stadards
for the use of force and deadly force.

The Portand City Code, which has the force of a state statute,13 assign to the PPB

13 The City's ordiances have the force of statutory law under the "home rue" prpvision of the
Oregon Constitution. More th a centur ago, the Oregon Constitution granted "home mle"

authonty to loca governents, allowing home-rue cities to enact reasonable reguations to the
same extent as the Legislative Assembly to fuher local interests with respec to "public health,
safety, and welfare." See Statev. Vickery, 299 Or 315, 323,762 P2d 1076 (1985) (hstory

of the
adoption of the Poitand City Charer); City of Eugene v. Miler, 318 Or 480,491 n 12, 871 P2d

454 (1994) ("It is indisputable that a city may enact reasonable regulations to fuer its
legitiate

interest in maintaing public health, safety, and welfare.").
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Those priciples apply diectly to the present case. The City' sallowing Frasour
to retu to the streets as a Portand police officer would be tantamount to exempting the
City from its duty to enforce public policies embodied in the federa and Oregon

constitutions, statutes, and judicial decisions, and the City's own ordiances. Those
policies support the PPB's enforcing its policies to manage police officers' use of deadly
force above the Graha v. Connor standard for civi1liabilIy, and to protect citizens'

rights (includig Constitutiona rights to be free from police use of excess force). It
would also prevent public employers in Oregon from complying with their obligation not
to hi or retai employees who have manested a propensity to do har and whose

employment poses an uneasonable risk to the public.
C. Interest on the Back Pay Award is Not Warranted.

The Board s~ould deny the PP A's request for interest. Even if the Board were to
find for the Complaiant, an award of interest is not requid hy ORS Ch. 243. The

arbitrator's awar and reinstatement remedy violates clear federal, state, and City
policies, and the City's refusal to implement the arbitrtor's reintatement remedy thus is

not unlawfu.

D. The Board Should Deny the PPA's Request for a Civi Penalty
The Board should also deny the PPA' s request for a civil penaty uner ORS
243.676(4)(a) and OAR 115-035-0075(1). The City's decision to comply with public
policy and not implement the arbitrator's reinstatement award is neither an "egregious"

nor a "repetitive. . ." unai labor practice.
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EMPLOYM RELATIONS BOAR

OFTI
STATE OF OREGON
Case No. UP-023-12

(UAIR LABOR PRACTICE)

PORTLAN POLICE ASSOCIATION, )

Complait, ))

~ )

RULINGS,
FININGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,
AN
ORDER

)

CITY OF PORTLAN, ))
)

Respondenf )
)

Ths matter cane before the Board on an expedite basis pursuant to OAR 115-035-0068. The
pares submitted a stipulaton of facts and evidence and fied post-hearg bnefs. The record

closed on Augu 21, 2012.
An Kana, Attorney at Law, Tedesco Law Group, Portland, Oregon, represente Complait..

Howad Rubin and Jenner Nelson, Attrneys at Law, Litter Mendelson, P.C., Portland,
Oregon, represented Respondent.

J. Ashlee Albies, Attorney at Law, Creighton & Rose, P.C., Portand, Oregon, parcipated as
Amcus on beha of

the Albina

Mistena1 Aliance Coaltion for Justice and Police Reform.

On Apn113, 2012, the Portand Police Association (PPA) fied this unai labor practice
complait agai the City of Portand (City) aleging that the City violated ORS 243.672(I)(g)
when it refued to implement an arbitration award.
The issues are:
1. Did the City violate ORS 243.672(l)(g) when it decided nQt to implement the

arbitration award issued by Arbitrator Jane Wilkon on March 30, 2012? .
2. If

the City violated ORS 243.672(1)(g), should a civi penalty be imposed?
1

!. i:~
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RULINGS

i. On May 21, 2012, the PPA and City submitted a joint stipulaton of facts, to
which they atthed two exhbits: 1) the curent collective bargai ageement between PP A
and the City, effective July 1, 2010 though June 30, 2013; and 2) Arbitrator Wilkson's
arbitrtion awad dated March 30,2012. The stipulation and attached exhbits ar received into
evidence.

2. On May 24, 2012, the PPA offered the followig thee exhbits, which were
atthed to its openi brief: -(1) a U.S. Deparent of Justce (US DOJ) June 7, 2011 press

release and letters from the U.S. Attorney for Oregon; both the press release and letters explai
that the US DOJ found incient evidence to pursue cr charges agait Ronald Frashour
. and other Portand Police Bureau offcers involved in the fata shooting of Aaon Campbell; (2) a
Februar 10,2010 letter from a Multnomah County Grand Jury, iI which the jur declied to

indict Frashour on cri charges; and 3) correspondence from the Oregon Deparent of

Public Safety Stadards and Traing (DPSST) regardig the DPSST investigation into
Frashour's conduct, including a letter from DPSST stating tht the conduct that led to Frahour's
discharge will not result in loss of

his DPSST certcation under OAR 259-008-0070.

On June 8,2012, the City offered the following five exhbits, which were attched to its
brief: (1) a May 12, 2012 "Report to the City of Portand on Portand Police Bureau-Offcer
Involved Shootings," prepared by the OIR Group; (2) a 1995 arbitration awad involvig a

grevance fied by the PPA; (3) an inormation sheet frm 1:e US DOJ website concerng
"Conduct of Law Enforcement Agencies;" (4) a June 8, 2011 letter to City Mayor Sam Ada
from the US DOJ Civil Rights Division, stting that it wi investgate whether there is a pattern
or practice of excessive force used by the Portand Police Bureau; and (5) a 2001 Consent Decree
involvig the City of Los Angeles and its police deparent.
the arbitration hearng

On Augu 8,2012, the City offered as an exhbit the transcrpt of

at issue. The City also offered the exhbits received as evidence at the arbitration heaing. On.
Augut 20, 2012, Board Char Susan Rossiter made an in camera review of these arbitration
the attorney for the City.

exhbits; the inpection took place at the offces of

Each par assert that the exhbits it offers are relevan to the issue of whether the City
lawfy refused to implement the arbitrator's award under ORS 243.706(1).1
The above exhibits offered by the PPA and City are not admttd. In a case involving a

refusal to implement an arbitrator's award, the only relevant evidence is the collectve bargaig
ageement, the arbitration awad, and evidence relevant to a claim that the award violates public

policy. Amalgamaed Transit Union Divsion 757 (AFL-CIO) v. Tri-County Metropolitan
IORS 243.706(1) provides, in pertent par "(als a condition of enforceabilty, any

arbitrtion

awar that orders the reinstatement of a public employee or otherwse relieves the public employee of

reponsibilty for misconduct shall comply with public policy requirments as clearly defined in statutes
or judicial decisions including but not limted to policies respecting * * * unjusted and egrgious use of

physical or dealy force * * *."
2
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Transportation District of Oregon, Case No. UP-64-03, 21 PECBR 443, 445 (2006), affd,
222 Or App 293, 195 P3d 389, adhered to on recons, 224 Or App 173, 197 P3d 60 (2008), citing
Portlan
Association of
Teachers and Hanna v. Portlan School District lJ, Case No. UP-64-99,
18 PECBR 816 (2000), AWOP, 178 Or App 634, ~9 P3d 292, 293, rev den, 334 Or 121,
47 P3d 484(2002). As discussed below, the public policy exception does not apply in ths case.
Threfore, the offered exhbits are not relevant and wil not be admtted.
3. On June 8, 2012, the Albina Miterial Alliance Coaltion for Justice and. Police

Reform (AM Coalition) submited a petition to parcipate as a lited par, an Amcus brief,
and an exhbit. The exhbit is an October 15, 2009 judgment from the United States Distct
Cour for the Distict of
Oregon in which Frashour and other defendants were found civilly liable
for the use of excessive force agai Fran Waterhous.

The AM Coaltion's petition to parcipate was granted, and the arguents raised in its
been considered in our deliberations and decision in the case. The exhbit is
relevant only to the arguent rased in the AM Coaltion's brief-tht the award should not be
enforced because doing so would violate public policy. As dicussed below, the public policy
exception does not aply to ths case. The exhbit is not relevant and wil not be admttd.

. Amcus brief have

FININGS OF FACT
1. The PP A is a labor orgamzation and the exclusive representative of a bargaig

unit of offcers employed by the City's Police Bmeau (Bureau). The City is a public employer.
2. The PP A and City are signatories to a collective bargainig agreement effective

. July 1, 2010 though June 30, 2013. Arcle 21.1 of the agrement provides that'discharge or
demotion sha be for just cause. To chalenge a discharge decision, the PPA may fie a grevance

at Step II of the grevance procedure, or the offcer can appeal the discharge under Chapter 4
Civi Service~ Arcle 5 of

Arcle 22.5 of

the City's charer.

the Grevance and Arbitrtion Procedme, provides as follows:

''Te arbi1Iator's decision sh be fmal and bindin, but the arbitrator shall have

. 'ti' " .

no power to alter, modify, amend, add to or de1Iact from the terms of

the con1Iact.

The arbitrator's decision shal be with the scope and terms of the Contract and

mwn .

3. City Policy 1010.10, Deadly Physical Force provides .inrelevant par:

"The Portand Police Bmeàu recogns tht members may be requied to use
deady force when their lives or the life of another is jeopardied by the actions of

others(.) Therefore, state sttute and Bmeau policy provide for the use of deadly

force under the followi circumstaces:

3
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"a. Members may use deadly force to protect themselves or others from what they
reasonably believe to be an immediate theat of death or senous physical injur.

"iI '" * * '"

"Members must be midf of the nsks inerent in employig deadly force, which
may endanger the lives of innocent persons. A member's reckless or neglgent use

of deadly force is not justifed in ths policy or state statute. Members are to be
aware that ths diective is more restrctve than stte statutes. Members of the

Portand Police Bureau should ensue their actons do not precipitate the use of

deadly force by placing themselves or others in jeopardy by èngaging in actions
tht are inconsistent with traig the member has received with regard to

acceptable traig principles and tactics.
"lbeat iidicators, Levels of Control, and Post Use of Force Medcal Attention

are outined in detail in DIR 1010:20 Physical Force."
provides:

4. City Policy 1010.20, Physica Force,

"The Portland' Police Bureau recognes that duty may require members to use
force. The Bureau requies tht members be capable of using effective force when

appropriate. It is the policy of the Bureau to accomplish its mission as effectively
as possible with as litte reliance on force as practical.

"The Bureau places a high value on resolvig confontations, when practical, with
less force than the maxum that may be alowed by law. The Bureau also place
a high value on the use of de-escalation tools that nuze the need to use force.
"The Bureau is dedcated to providig the trng, resources and management

confontations though the

tht help memberS saely and effecvely resolve

application of de-escaation tools and lower levels of force.

''It is the policy of the Bureau that members use only the force reasonably
necessary under the totaity of circumances to perform their duties and resolve
confontation,s effectively and safely. The Bureau expects members to develop
and display, over the course of their practice of law enforcement, the skils and

abilties that alow them to reguarly resolve controntations without resortin to
the higher levels of allowable force. .
"Such force may be used to accomplish the followig offcial puroses:

"a. Prevent or termte the conis~ion or attempted commssion of an

offense(.)

"b. Lawfy tae a përson into custody, make an arest, 01. prevent an
escape.

4
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"c. Prevent a suicide or serious self-inicted injur.

"d. Defend the member or other person from the use of physical force.

"e. Accomplish some offcial puiose or duty that is authorized by law or
judicial decree.

"When determing if a member ha used only the force reasonably necessar to
penomi their duties and resolve confontations effectively and safely, the Bureau
wi consider the totaty of circumstces faced by the member, includig the

followig:
"a. The severity of
"b. The impact of

the crie.

the person)s behavior on the public.

"c. The extent to which the person posed an imediate theat to the safety
of offcers, self or others.

"d. The extent to which the person actively resisted efforts at control.
"e. Whether the person attempt to avoid control by flight.
"f. The time, tactics and resours avaiable.

"g. Any circumtace tht afects the balance of interests between the
governent and the person.
"The. Bureau's levels of control model describes a range of effective tactica

options and. identifies an upper lit oil the force that may potentially be used
given a parcular level of

theat. However, authoiity to use force under tls policy

is determed by the totaty of circumstces at a scene rather than any
mechancal modeL."

5. Ronald Frasour worked as a police offcer with the Bureau. He was a member of
the PPA bargaing unt. On November 8, 2010, the City discharged Frashour for violatig City
Policies 1010.10 and 1010.20.
6. On November 17,2010, the PPA fied a grevance over Frashour's discharge. The

pares procesed the grevance to arbitration in accordance with the collective bargaig

agreeent.
Arbitration Hearg
hearg, admtted approximately 115 exhbits,

7. The arbitrator conducted 16 days of

and received testiony from 31 witnesses.

8. The PP A and the City stipulated that the issues before the arbitrtor were:
"Did the City of
Portand have just cause to discharge the grevant? Ifnot, what is
the appropriate remedy?"

5
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The pares fuer stipulated that the dispute was properly before the arbitrator who had
the authoritY to issue a:f and bindig decision on the issues submitted.

9. On March 30.2012, the arbitrator issued her opinon and award. Findigs of

10 though 28 are a suar of the facts found and events discussed by the arbitràtor.

Fact

10. On Januar 29,2010. City police were dispatched to conduct a
welfare check of
Angie Jones' aparent (Unit 37). The caler was concered about the welfare of Jones and her

chidren. The dispatchers noted tht Aaron Campbell, who possessed a gu, might be in the

aparent, might be sucidal, and might be theateng to commt snicide by police, as he was
distaught over the recent death of

his brother. .

11. At approximately 5:03 p.m.. five City police offcers, but not Frashour. arved at
the aparent complex. Jones came out of the aparent and told one of the offcers that her
. the young chidren were inide the aparent, and that Campbell was inside the aparent,

restg or napping on the sofa. Jones told the offcer tht Campbell had a gu that he kept inide

a sock in the front pocket of the jacket he was wearg while he napped. Jones said tha;t
Campbell seemed to be much better th he had been the previous evenig, when he had been

drg and attempted sucide.
12. At approxiately 5:24 p.m., Cambell sent Jones a text message. wonderig what
was going on and sttig that she should know he did not want to be bothered. Jones replied

"IDK but they wat you to come outide." Campbell responded: ''who'' and then "I told (you)
not to have nobody bother me." He then texted, "don't make me get my gu I ai't playing."

13. At 5:29 p.m., Frashour and his patrol car parer arved at the scene. In a brief

conversation with another offcer. Frashour leared tht Campbell was amed with a gu and had
theatened suicide by police. He heard the dispatch of Campbell's text message, "don't make me
get my gu I ai't playig."
14. Four offcers formed a custody tea.2 Frashour was designated to provide lethal

cover. and held an AR-15 rifle;3 Offcer Ryan Lewton held a beabag gu; and two other
offcers. who were present to tae hands-on cusody if necessar, cared holstered gus.
Fraour positioned hielf
behid the engie block of
the police car, which provided hi with
protection.
A K-9 offcer positioned hiself and his German shepherd behid duipsters slightly eas

to southeast ofFrashour and the custody team. .

ine Bureau forms a custody team when there is a high risk situation. The team tyicay consists
of a lethal cover offcer, ai offcer ared with a less-lethal weapon, and two offcers who are hands on.
3An AR-15 rie, which is a high powered weapon. is more accurte at a greater distce than a

had gu. An AR-15 tred offcer can shoot accurtely at 100 yards. .
6
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15. At approxiately 5:32 p.m., an offcer estblished phone contact with Capbell.

Campbell indicated tht he wanted the police to go away and leave hi alone. The offcer

responded to the effect that the police weren't necessarly opposed to that, but said they were
concerned because Campbell was ared and upset, and. had thee young chidren in the

ap~ent with him.
16. At e.pproxiately 5:34 p.m., the thee children came out of

the aparent. Two of

the offcers considered ths to be a positive sign, but also wel' worried that Campbell might be
gettg the chidren out of

har's way so he could provoke the police or fie his gu at them.

17. Two sergeants engaged in a discussion about when the police should leave. They
asked the orocer communcatig with Campbell to obta assurances from hi tht he would not
hur hiself The sergeants ageed the police would leave once assurances were given.

At approximately 6:06 p.m., the offcer who had estblished phone contact with
Campbell caed hi. Campbell told the offcer he wante the police to go away. The offcer
replied that the police did not have a problem with his request but the offcer wanted to make

sue Campbell was okay and did not plan to hur lumself or other people. The offcer told

Campbell he understood what it was lie to lose someone, because he had recently lost his
grandparents. At some point in ths converation, the offcer realized the lie had gone dead. At

the same tie, other offcers were shouting tht Campbell was comig out of the aparent. All
the offcers were surrised by Campbell's emergence.

i 8. Frahour was aware tht an offcer had bee in contact with Campbell by phone
and text. Frashour also head th the police were receiving positive texts and feedback from

Campbell.

19. Most witnesses (police offcers and aparent dwellers) described Campbell as
wearg baggy clothes with saggig pants. Al but one witness tested tht Campbell also wore
the aparent, he put his hands

a puf jacket. Al witnesses .ageed tht as Campbell cae out of

on or near the top ofms head with his hads clasped or his.figers nearly touchig. Capbell
fist waled to the east, pas a Volvo parked in front of
the aparent, to the center of
the parkig
lot. Some witnesses testfied that he waled forward to the center of the lot; others testified tht
the parkig lot, Cambell tued

he sidestepped, keeping his back to the offcers. At the center of

so he could walk backwards towad the custody team located behid the patrol ca. His hands
remaied on hi head. The witnesses mostly ageed tht Campbell stopped approximately 15-20

feet from the officers afer he was told to do so.
20. Al the offcer who faced Campbell tesfied it was reasonable to believe that he

cared a gu, although no witness acty saw a gu.

21. Campbell reahed his stoppin point approxiately 15 to 20 feet frm the patol

car, behid which Frasour and the rest of the cusody team were located. He stopped in
compliance with Offce Lewton's command to stop. He kept his hads on the top of

his head.
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22. Offcer Lewton then ordered Campbell to put his hands in the ai, as havig one's
hands in the ai makes it more dicult to reach for a gu. Campbell did not respond. There was

consensus among the witnesses tht Lewton repeated ths order several times in a very loud
voice. Lewton finaly shouted tht the police would shoot if Campbell did not put his hads in

the air. At ths point, most witnesses said that Campbell tued slightly toward the offcers and
said words to the effect of

"go ahead and shoot me, go ahead and fuckig shoot me."

Frashour did not hear exactly what Campbell said, but saw that Campbell had a hostie
and angr look on his face.

23. Afer Campbell refued to put his hads in the ai, Lewton fied a round from his
beanbag gu, hittg Campbell in the buttocks or thgh area. Being hit by a beabag gu is

comparble to being hit by a baseball thown over 100 mies per hour. The hit ca be very
pai, though the pai may be lessened by padded clothg. Additionally, an individua's
menta state may allow the individua to appear impervous to pai. -

Frashour heard a beabag round being fired, and undersood it hit Campbell. Frashour

thought it lit Campbell between his buttocks and knee. Witnesses generaly ageed with
Frashour's observations that afer Campbell was strck with the first beanbag round, he stbled

forward with his left foot, then righted hiself to a stdig position with his hancI behid his
hea. Campbell's stble forward did not resemble any pai reaction Frahour had ever seen.

24. After he was stck by the fist beanbag round, Campbell began to ru in the
diecton of the aparent and the Volvo parked in front of it. As Campbell ran, Lewton fied

five more beabag roUnds at Campbell. The evidence was unclear as to how many of these
rounds strck Capbell. or where they stck him. Only one round, which hit Campbell in the

back ofhi thgh above his mee, left a visible mark.

Campbell contiued rug while Lewton fied the beabag rounds. Whe rug,
Campbell lowered his ars. Witnessed differed, however, as to what Campbell did with hi
hads as he ran.

saw Campbell pause.

25. Frashour heard a second beanbag round being fied, and

Frasour then saw Campbell brig hi left had down behid his back and tu about 45 degrees

toward the Volvo. By the tie Campbell fished tug, accordig to Frashour, Campbell's
had was completely in his

pants beneath his waistband. Approxiately thee seconds afer

Campbell bega nmg, Frashour fired his rifle, fatay

shootig Campbell.

26. Frahour tesfied at lengt as to why he decided to shoot Campbell. As Campbell
ran with his had in hi pants, Frashour thougit he was reachig for a gu. Frashour believed the

circumces supported his conclusion that Campbell was ared: Campbell reportedly had a
gu in his aparent, had thatened suicide by police, was known to keep a gu in his jacket,
and was wearg a jacket. Furer, Cambell had suddenly emerged from the aparent, walg

rapidly backwards, which Frahow' thought to. be atyical. Campbell had also angrly shouted
sometg at the police, and had reacted oddly to being hit with the beanbags.
8
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Frashour considered the possibilty that Campbell did not have a gu, but did not th
the inormation he received supported such a possibilty. The information Frashour considered

was that Capbell owned a gu, had it on his person in the aparent, and had sent Jones a text
statig, "don't' make me get my gu I ai't playig."
Subsequent investigation rev:ealed that Campbell had left his gu in the aparent and did

not have a gu on his person.
Arbitrtion Opion and Award: Analysis
26. In her discuSsion and anysis, the arbitrtor cited and sumared appellate cases

that addressed the use of force by law enforcement offcers and established the appropriate
constitutional standads regarding use of force. She descibed the stadard for determning

wheter a law enforcement offcer used excessive force in violation of an individual's Four
Amendment rÌght established by the U. S. Supreme Cour in Graham v. Connor, 490 US 386
force is permssible if

(1989). In Graham, the Court held that an offcer's use of

it is objectively

reasonable.

The arbitrator also considered issues raised by both PPA and City, which included the
importce of trg, the weight to be given to witne~ses' testimony, the grievant's

decision~makg process, and deferral to the City's determination to discharge the grevant
27. The arbitrator asked and anwered the followig four questons:

"a) Was It Objectively Reasonable to Believe thai Mr. Campbell Was

Carrying a Firearm when He Emergedfrom the Apartment?

"Ths question is important because if it was not reasonable to believe Mr.
Campbell was amed when he cae outsde, then there would be much less of a .
reason to view hi as a theat at any subsequent point (Footnote omitted.)

"",,,**ii
"Given the inormation that the GrevantL1 had a handgu in the jacket he was
wearg inide the aparent, that he emerged from the aparbent wearng a
jacket, and that he had made what could be constred as theats to use tht gu

agaist police, and alo given offcers' traig in circumtaces such as the one
at hand, the Arbitrator concludes that there was a reasonable basis for believing

that Mr. Campbell could be ared. '" ii * In her opinon, it was reaonable to
believe there was a possibilty that he was ared, perhaps even a substatial
possibilty. On cOl.d not be certain, however (sic) without actuly seeing a gu.

4The reference to the "Gnevant' appea to

be a scrivener's error; it is evident that the arbitrtor

actuly meant to refer to Campbell.
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"b) How Credible was the Grievant's Stated Observation that Mr. Campbell
was making a Motion of Reaching into his Waistband?

"Ths question requies a determtion of credbilty. The Grevant testifed that
he saw Mr. Campbell's left hand reach back into his waistband, a place where
indisputably weapons are someties cared. He tested it was not. a brief
motion, but rather he seemed to be diggig as he was rug.
''The City challenged the credibilty of
his belief, assertg that no other witnesses
saw the gestue as the Grievant did. The City contends tht the Grevant was too

focused on Mr. Campbell as a theat and thought he saw somethg that was not
there.

"Cour decisions set fort previously indicae that for mistaen conduct to become
objectively reasonable. there ha to be some basis in fact for the mistake. As
stated by the Ninth Circuit, 'a simple statement by an offcer tht he fears for his

safety or the safety of others is not enough; there must be objective factors to
jusfy such a concern.' Bryan v. MacPherson, 608 F.3d 614, 618 (9th Cir. 2010),
citing Deor/e, supra, 272 F.3d (1272) at 1281 (9th Cir. 2001). Corroborating

evidence is the best way to evaluate the reasonableness ofa mistae. Without
corroboration, the Arbitrator would have diculty creditig the Grevant's belief

that Mr. Cambell was makg a gestue towards his waist~and."

The arbitrator then sumarze and reviewed the testiony of police offcer and civian
witnesses to the shooting, and reched the followig conclusion:
"Given the testony of the thee students (Jenn Peterson, William Snow and

Tyler Camp) who had no apparent bias or intees in the o:utcome of ths
proceeg, in addition to that of Offcer Wilard. whose testiony could be
discounted because of his afty with the Grevant, the Arbitrator concludes tht

the City ha not sustaned its burden of proof on ths point. Even if Mr.

as the Grevant described it, there is

Capbell's hand motion was not exacty

sufcient evidence to support the Grevant's view that Mr. Campbell appeared to

be placing or diggig his left hand ilto the waistband area of his pants as he ran.
"c) . Was it Objectively Reasonable to Believe that Mr. Campbell's Reach into

his Waistband was an Attempt to Reteve a Gun to Shoot at Others?

"*****
"Ths is where all the previously discussed considerations, both for and agæns
viewig Mr. Campbell as a theat, come into play: Mr. Campbell was distraught
and sucidal, had not been accused of a crime, had been in some positive
communcation with the offcers in the alcove (the detas of which were not

known to other offcers), had released the children (althoug our objectvely
10
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reasonable offcer didn't. know why), had emerged from his apament .
unexpectedly, had waled backwards more rapidly and less cautiously th is

tyical for a person with his back to a lineup of police offcers, but had. complied
afer a fashion, with commands to slow down and then stop. Mr. Campbell had

kept his hands on hi head while wakig backwards, but for unkown reasons
had refued to comply with the diective to put hi hands in the ai and had cried
out, to the effect, 'jus fuckig shoot me.. The objectively reasonable offcer ha
reason to believe that Mr. Campbell was ared with a gu although he could not
be cert He also had reason to view Mr. Campbell as a theat agai offcers

because of inormation he kept his gun in his jacket pocket, his sucide by police

theat and his recently texted statement, 'don't mae me get my gu, I ai't
playig.'" The objectively reasonable officer observed the fig of two beanbag

shots. The offcer could have been surrised that ths occured; since he had not
observed active resistance on Mr. Campbell's par.
lean or take a falterig step

"Our hypothetical offcer next observed Mr. Campbell

forward ir reaction to the intial beanbag rounds, then straighten himself up. . As

Mr. Campbell staightened hielf up, he staed rwg and as he ran, he

appeaed to reach with his left hand into the waistband of his baggy pants. He
kept hi hands there for up to two or thee seconds.
"The objectively reasonable offcer was aware that a K-9 was positioned off

to his

left side, ready to heed a 'tae' command, but did not hear tht command (no
offcer heard it). The hypothetical offcer also has ben traied tht a K-9 is not a

match for someone holdin a gun.

"In his split-second decision makg, the objectively reaonable offcer wilconsider whether Mr. Campbell's reach to hi waistband is for a gu or whether

the hand movement took place as a reaction to pain. He knows that it Mr.
Cambell were to pul a gu, it could prove deadly. Our hypothetical offcer also

observed Mr. Caipbell approac1lng a possible position of cover, which would
enable hi to fie off

multiple rounds at offcers without fist gettg shot, atieast

not imediately. Bullets could hit offcers who have less than perfect cover, or
stray bullets could hit someone in the aparent. buildigs."
Based on her review of the testimony and evidence, the arbitrator rejected the City's
arguent that Campbell's reach into hi waistband was a reaction to the beanbag rounds. She

alo rejected the City's position tht Frashour's belief-that Campbell was seeking a position of
cover behid a ca-was neither logica nor credible. The arbitrator concluded that:

"* * * based on the above considerations, our hypothetical police offcer could
determe that there was a reasonable possibilty that Mr. Campbell .was reachig

for a weapon. Presumably, people d~ not reach for weapons in a: police
confontation without the intention of usin it. Furer, both the cour decisions

and the Portland Bureau traig have emphasized that offcers need not wait to
11
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see a weapon before fi, so long as there is the reasonable. possibilty,
considerg all cirumtaces, tht the suspect is pulling a gu. Therefore, the
Arbitrtor fuer

concludes that the objectively reaonable offcer could iner that

Mr. Campbell was rechig for a weapon in order to fie it in the diection of

offcer on the scene. .

"ti Were There Reasonable Alternatives to Grievant's Use of Deadly Force?"
"Before reachig a fi conclusion on ths mattr, the question of the avaiabilty

of alternatve responses must be addressed. As stated. previously, it is somethg
that the City's dictves indicate should ae considered. The question is a trcky
one, becaue if a subject can be

reasonably said to pose an imediate risk of

death or serious injur, then options that would place offcers at risk surely canot
be considered. However, there may be circuistces - such as where all offcers

have good cover - where other options might be viable. (Footnote omittd.)

"*****
"Essentially, there was one option available to the Grievant, whch will be dubbed
here as the cwait and see' option. This option is predicated upon the evidence that
offcers with fig distance of Campbell had very good to a moderate level of

cover protection and that the overwhelmingly superior forces at the scene would
have eventuy subdued Campb'ell one way or another. The liely outcomes of

the followig:

ths option would have been one or more of

"1. The K-9, Bano, would have attcked Mr. Campbell and either brought hi

down; or at lea distrted Campbell enough tht offcers could better. see
whether he was aied. Of course, had Mr. Campbell been ared, Bano could
have been shot

"2. Bano would not have been successfu and Mr. .Campbell would have

escaped either to the cover of the Volvo or to his aparent. From either
position he either. would have drawn ths gun, presably to fie at offcers
(thereby clealy justiyig deadly force) or he would not have used a weapon,

in which case police could have employed other tactics to dise the

situation."
Regarding the first outcome, the arbitrator concluded that the PPA presented considerable
peruaive evidence tht the use of the dog was not an option "when the subject is reasonably

thought to pose an imediate theat of death or serious injur to others."
In regard to the second outcome, the arbitrator concluded that it was contrar to the

traing received by Bureau police offcers: .
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"Ths alternative would have had offcers wait until Mr. Campbell at lea drew a weapon
and perhaps, as Chief Reese suggested, also wait for hi to take offensive action, before
using dealy force. The Bureau has never traied offcers to wat to see the gu before

that the susect is a deady theat (and ths

fiin, so long as there is a reasonable belief

alterntive makes tht asunption). Varous traing offcers so testified, as did the
rued. It
would have taken only a split second for Mr. Campbell to pullout a weapon and shoot
and in a position of cover he easily could have fied off
multiple rounds."
Association's expert witness. Cour cases discussed previously also have so

Arbitrator's Opinon and Award: Conclusion
28. The arbitrator concluded as follows:

"Ths was a very tragic case, one where the Monday-morng quaerback ha the
clear advantae when divining what went wrong. The case law regardig the
Constitutional use of deadly force has been parcularly intrctve. Althoug it

tued out tht Mr. Campbell did not have a gu with hi in the parking lot,
Graham and its progeny consistently emphasize that '20-20 hidsight' must be
avoided. Furer, as the recitation of cases showed, those adjudicators have had

litte diffculty concludi tht if a subject appeas to be reachig for what could

reaonably be considered a gu, deadly force is justified, even though no weapon
has been observed. The cours have not said tht every reachig motion justies

lethal force, but where the circumstances indicate that the subject could be armed
and has indicated possible intent to use the weapon, then deadly force wil survive

the Constitutional test. The Portland Police lJureau directies on lethal force
essentially mirror thé Constitutional standard articulated by the courts. The
cour are not willing to requie law enforcement offcers to take risks to

themselves or to the safety of others. Furer, as the cour have intrcted the

determation of reasonableness must make allowaces for the split-second
decision makg th is requied of police offcers.. Although the events here
unolded over a period of tie, the critical period was durg the few seconds
between the tie Offcer Lewton shot the intial beanbag rounds and the tie that
Mr. Campbell neared the Volvo. The situation with Mr. Campbell chaged very

rapidly, forcing the Grevant to make a ql.ck decision.
"In the intat cae, althoug Mr. Campbell had not commtted a crie and

'displayed some behavior showig suender and compliance (although th
behavior was inconsistent), the Arbitrator concludes that it wa reasonable to
believe that he could be ared, and that when he ran there was sufcient
evidence for fiding that Mr. Campbell mae motions that appeared to look lie
he was reachig for a gun. The Arbi1rator also fids tht the reasonable police
offcer could conclude that ha Mr. Campbell puled a gu, he would have fied
it - possibly at others, or perhaps at hielf. The case law points to the conclusion
that this is a suffcient basis for finding that there was an objectiely reasonable
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basis for believing that Mr. Campbell posed an immediate risk of serious injury or
death to others.
"Accordingly, the Arbitrator concludes that the City ha not sustained its burden

of provig that the Grevants use of force violated Portland Police Bureau

just cause to termnate the Gnevant, and

directives 1010.10 and 1010.20. It lacked

the grevance is sustaed." (Emphasis added.)

The arbitrator ordered the City to reinstate Frashour to his former position as a

police offcer and ''to make him whole for wages lost durg the penod of his
unemployment, less interim eargs.
29. On Apri 12, 2012, City Mayor and Police Commssioner Sam Adams anounced

. that the City would not implement the arbitrator's award.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. This Board has junsdictïon over the paries and subject matter of ths dispute. .

2. The City violated ORS 243.672(1)(g) when it refued to implement the term of

the arbitration award reirting Offcer Frashour.
ORS 243.672(1)(g) makes it an unai labor practice for a public employer to "(v)iolate
the provisions of any wrtten contract with respect to employment relations including an

ageement to arbitrate or to accept the term of an arbitration award, where previously th pares

have agreed to accept arbitrtion awards as fial and bindig upon them." The PPA contends tht
the City's faiure to accept and implement the arbitrator's award violates subsection (l)(g). The

City contends, however, that enforcement of the arbitrator's award is unawf under
ORS 243.706(1).
The issue we are ased to resolve is whether ths arbitration award issued pursut to the

pares' collective bargainng ageement is enforceable under ORS 243.706(1). We have issued

several decisions on ths topic since ORS 243.706(1) was amended by Senate Bil (SB) 750
(1995 Or Laws, ch 286) in 1995. Additionaly, both the Oregon Cowt of Appeal and Oregon
Supreme Cour in reviewing our decisions, have discussed how these cases are to be viewed.
The statute and case law provide the bases for the decision we reach today.

The portion of ORS 243.706(1) amended by SB 750 which is relevant to our discussion is
shown below in itaics:

"(1) A public employer may enter into a wntten agrement with the exclusive
representative of an appropnate bargaig unt setting fort a grevance

procedure culmatng in bindig arbitration or any other dispute resolution
process agreed to by the partes. As a condition of enforceabilty, an arbitration

award that orders the reinstatement of a public employee or otherwise relieves
14
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the public employee of responsibilty for misconduct shall comply with public
policy requirements as clearly defined in statutes or judicial decisions including
but not limited to policies respecting sexual harassment or sexual misconduct,
unjustified and egregious use of physical or deadly force and serious criminal
misconduct, related to work" (Emphasis added.)
The City contends tht the award at issue here caot be enorced under ORS 243.706(1)

as the awar violates public policy. Accordig to the City, the legislators who enacted SB 750
intended to change the law so that ths Board could not enforce arbitrators' decisions that
reinstated public employees if

the conduct"for which disciplie was imposed did not comply with

certai public policies. The City assert tht the legislative history "clealy establishes that
ORB 243.706 is designed to prevent the enforcement of an arbitration award that reitates a law

enforcment offcer whose use of deadly force violates an employei"s established stdards of

behavior * * *." (City Brief, p. 6.)
We begi our consideration of

the City's. arguent by interpreting the relevant language

in ORB 243.706(1). Our goal is to determe the legislatue's intent. We begin by examing the
text and context of the statue. We alo consider any relevant legislative hisory the paries may
offer. State v. Gaines, 346 Or 160,206 P3d 1042 (2009); ORS 174.020.5 We give the legislative
history the weight we deem appropriate. "A cour need only consider legislative history 'for what

it's wort' -ad what it is worth is for the cour to determe." Gaines at 171.
The relevant legislative history offered by the City consiss of an excerpt from a speech
made by Senator Neil Bryant, one of the origi sponsors of SB 750.6 In addressing a

June 1,1995 conference commtte, Senator Bryant explaied that the language in SB 750
concerng the "unjused and egregious use of physical or deadly force" was added "in
response to a sitution in Portand where an arbitrator reintated a police offcer who had flIed
(shots), I th 25 times, and the chief of police, in hi investgation, concluded that no fig was
justifed." Deschutes County Sherifs Association v. Deschutes County and D.eschutes County

Sherifs Offce, Case No. UP-SS.97, 17 PECBR 845, 877-78 (1998), rev'd and rem'd,

SORS 174.020 provides, in relevant par:
"(lXa) In the co~truction of a statte, a court shal pW'ue the intetion of

the legislatue

if possible.
"(b) To assist a cour in its constuction of a statute, a par may offer the legislative
history of

"*****

the statute. .

,.,':

"(3) A cour may limt its consideration of legislative history to the inormation that the
pares provide to the cour. A cour shall give the weight to the legislative hiStory that the

cour considers to be appropriate."
6As a sponsor of SB 750, Senator Biyant's remarks have partcular signifcance. See Crooked

River Ranch Water Company v. PUC, 224 Or App 485, 492, 198 P3d 967 (2008) (the Cour of Appeals
based it conclusion regading legislative intent on statements made by the senaor who cared a bil on
the senate floor).
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169 Or App 445, 9 P3d 742 (2000), rev dent 332 Or 137,27 P3d 1043 (2001), order on remand.

19 PECBR 321 (2001). Senator Bryant explained that the langue in SB 750:

"* * * was intended to address that tye of a situation where you hae a real
misjudgement in the use of physical or deadly force tha might be applied * * *

from a
public policy requirement what the discipline has been. " Deschues County 17
The arbitrator has to talæ tha into consideration. when he (sic) considers

PECBR at 878. (Emphasis in original.)

The City contends tht the situati.on discussed by Senator Bryant is identical to one
presented here-a Portand police offcer who used "unjustfied and egregious" deady force is
reintated by an arbitrator. According to the City, Senator Bryant's statements demonste that
ths Board must overt an arbitrator's award if the grevant's conduct violates public policies
against the use of deadly force.

As stted above,. we determe how much weight is appropriate to give to legislative

history offered by the paries. It is the text of ORS 243.706(1), however, that must be given
pri weight in our analysis because "(0 )nly the text of a statute receives the consideration and
approval of a majority of the members of the legislatue, as requied to have

the effect of law."

Gaines at 171.

In th regard, the Oregon appellate cour have provided exensive gudace regarØig
the interpretation of ORS 243.706(1). A review of relevant cases demonsates tht the cours

have held that the statute does not permt ths Board to overtn an arbitrator's award because we

decide tht the conduct at issue violates public policy. In one of the fi cases brought under
newly-enated ORS 243.706(1), ths Board concluded tht an arbitrator's awad reinting a

corrections employee was not enforceable under the sttue because the employee used excessive
force, contrar to vanous public policies. Deschutes County, 17 PECBR at 862. The Cour of
Appeals reversed and remaded the cae~ explaing that we improperly interpreted and applied
ORS 243.706(1):

''Here, under the pares' collective bargainig agreement and arbitration
submissions * * * the queston before the arbitrator was whether Squier engaged
in the conduct for which he was disciplied - and not whether he engaged in other

conduct for which he could properly have been diciplined but was not. The
arbitrtor determed that Squier was not guilty of the misconduct for which he
was disciplined. The arbitrator also found that Squier was not disciplied for other

misconduct. It does not matter if the County, ERB, or ths cour agrees with that

determon. * * * The point is tht the COlUty to agreed to resolve labor
disputs thougJ binding arbitration, and, subject to cert limtatioDB * * * it
must accpt the outcome." Deschutes County 169 Or App at 454-55. (Emphasis

in onginal.)

We have been provided with fuer guidance on the appropriate inteipl'etation of
ORB 243.706(1) since Deschutes Count. In Washington County Police Offcers' Association v.
16
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Washington County, Case No. UP-76-99, 19 PECBR 100 (2001), rev'd, 181 Or App 448,
allowed, 334 Or 491, 52 P3d 1059 (2002), rev'd an rem'd, 335 Or 198,

45 P3d515, rev

63 P3d 1167, afld, 187 Or App 686, 69 P3d 767 (2003), we concluded tht an arbitrator's award
retug the grevant to work did not violate any clearly defied public policy and ordered the

county to reintate the employee.? Washington County, 19 PEeBR at 122. On appeal, the Cour
of Appeals revered ths decision, holdig that reintaement of the grevant violated ORS

243.706(1).

The Cour of Appeals stated:

"* * * the unambiguous terms of the sttute dictate tht the public policy analysis
be diected at the arbitration award itself not the conduct for which disciplie was
imposed.* * * The question (to be anwered) is whether the reinstatement of a

public safety offcer who ha admitted to repeated ilegal off-duty use of
marjua complies with public policy." Washington County, 181 Or App at 452-

53. (Emphasis in original, citaon omitted.)
The Cour of Appeal fuer stted that the award must comply with the public policies
that are "clealy defied in statutes or judicial decisions." ORS 243.706(1). Citing former

ORB 181.662(3) (1999), which provided that any public safety offcer who had been convicted

of violatig any law involving unawf use, possession, delivery or manufactue of a controlled
substace shal have lus or her cercation revoked, the cour held that ths statue was a "clear
statement of public policy agai the contiued cerfication of public safety offcers who use

controlled substaces * * *." Id at 454.
The Oregon Supreme Cour reversed the Cour of Appeas. Washington County,

335 Or 198, 63 P3d 1167 (2003). The Court afed that the public policy analysis mus be
diected at the award, not the conduct:

"The proper inquiry * * * is whether the award itself complies with the specified
public policy requiements. In other words, does an awad orderig
reinstatement of an employee of an employee who ha purchaed and used
kid of

marjuan and then been dishonest about it fail to comply with some public policy

requiements that are clearly defied in the statute or judicial decision? If the
reintatement fails to comply with public policy requiements in that way, then it
. is unenforceable." Id at 205. (Emphasis in original.)

The Cour however, rejected the anysis used by the Cour of Appeals in determg
that a clearly defied public policy existed requig the Board to refuse to enforce the arbitration

awad.
"* * * whether or not the employee should contiue to be certified is not the
question; the award addresses the employee's reinstatement. But ORS 181.662(3)
7The county had dismissed a corrections offcer for failig a drg tes and then lying about rus

dnguse.
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(1999) is not a statute about employment or reintatement. * * * even acceptig

the proposition that ORS 181.662(3) (1999) defied a clear public policy
concernng the contiued certcation of a public safety offcer who has been
convicted of drg"related offenses, we do not agree that that statute defied. a
clear public policy respectin the contiued certifcation of a public safety offcer
who has not been convicted of any offense. Afortiori, the statue does not

defie a

clear public policy respecting the separate queson of such an offcer's
reinstatement." Id at 206. (Emphasis in origial.)

In light of the Supreme Cour's holdig, the Cour of Appeal on remand held tht the
issue was not whether public policy dictates that offcers should be honest, but rather whether
statutes or judicial decisions establish a clearly defied public policy prohibiting reintatement of
an offcer who was dishonest. Washington County 187 Or App 686, 691"92, 69 P3d 797 (2003).

As neither the county nor the cour could fid any applicable statutes or judicial decisions, our
order was affied.

The cour's interpretation of the text and context of ORS 243.706(1) must be given
greater weight th the legislative history in our analysis. And the message from the cour is
clea: ths Board is to review the award, not the ilderlying conduct, in determg whether to

enforce an arbitration award. We are not to substitute our judgment for the arbitrtor's
determion of whether the public employee engaged in the conduct resutig in disciplie.
Finaly, we can hold tht an awad is unenforceable only if the awar violates public policy as
clearly defied in sttutes or judicial decisions.

In our cases, we have developed a thee par analysis to decide if an aritrator's award is
unenforceable under the public policy exception in ORS 243.706(1): (1) we determe whether
th arbitrator found that the grevant engaged in the miconduct for which discipline was

imposed; (2) if so, we then determe if the arbitrator reintated or otherwse relieved the
grievant of responsibilty for the misconduct; and. (3) if so, we determe if there is a clearly

defined public policy, as expressed in statutes or judicial decisions, that applies to the award
and maes it unenforceable. Deschutes County, 17 PECBR at 860; Salem-Keizer Assn. v.

Salem-Keizer Sck . Dis!. 24J, Case No. UP-83-99, 19 PECBR 349, 370-71 (2001), aff'd,
186 Or App 19, 61 P3d 970 (2003).8 We will apply ths anysis in the instant case, as it most

closely algn with what is required by statute.
The City dismissed Frashour because it believed he had violated City policies, including
Policy 1010.10 (Deadly Physical Force) and Policy 1010.20 (physical Force). Afer hearg from
31 wi1nesses, reviewig 115 exhbits, and researching the legal stadards for offcer involved

shootings, the arbitrator concluded that there was an "objectively reasonable. basis" for Offcer
Frashour to believe that Mr. Campbell posed "an imedate risk öf serious injur or death to

others." (Awar~ p. 73.) The arbitrator then held tht the City did not prove Offcer Frashour
violated Policies 1010.10 and 1010.20 and therefore lacked just cause to termate Offcer
8We have used ths analysis in al cases involving the public .policy exception, a number of

which

have bee appealed. See Salem-Keizer Sch. Dis!. 24J,' Deschutes County; Washington County. Whle the

appellate cour have not specifcaly approved th analysis, they have not rejeced it, either.
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Frashour. In sum, Offcer Frashour was not gulty of the misconduct for which discipline was
imposed.

Applyig the analysis developed in our cases, our review of ile cuirent matter is
complete. There is no need for any fuer analysis by tJs Board once the arbitrator determes
tht the grevant did not engage in misconduct. The arbitration award must be implemented.

The City asserts that this Board should detere whether the award complies with ile
public policy requiements as clealy defied in sttutes or judicial decisions. The City's
assertion, however, is based on its belief that the grevant's conduct violated public policy. As
previously stted we review the award, not the conduct.

the analysis, however, we would still requie the

Ifwe were to advance to the tlrd par of

City to implement the awad. Wht we then determe, based on the Cour's holding in

Washington County, is whether an award reinstatig an employee who did not engage in

misconduct violates the public policy requirements as clealy dermed in statutes or judicial
decisions. Clearly, the award did not.

Finally, the AM Coaltion argues tht the arbitration award should not be enforced
because the grevant's conduct violates public policy. As previously stated, the necessar focus
is on the award itself not the grevant's conduct. We have determed that the award reintating

the grevant does not relieve the grevant of misconduct. Once tht decision is made, then the
award must be implemented and enforced.

The Urited States Supreme Cour has explaied why the cours have such a limted role
in reviewig labor arbitration awards under federal law:
"Because the partes have contracted to have disputes settled by an ai'bitrator
chosen by them rather than ajudge, it is the arbitrator's view of
the facts and the
meang of the contract they have agreed to accept. * * * To resolve disputes

about the application of a collective-bargaig agreement, an arbitrator must rind
facts and a cour may not reject those fidigs simply because it disagrees with

them. The same is tre of the arbitrtor's interretation of the contract. * * * the
pares havig authorized the arbitrator to give meag to the languge of the
agreement, a cour should not r~ject an award on the ground the arbitrator misread
the contract" United Paperworkers Intl Union v. Misco, Inc., 484 US 29, 37-38,
108 S. Ct 36:,98 L.Ed. 2d 286, (1987) (citig United Steelworkers v. Enterprise

Wheel & Car Corp., 363 US 593, 599 (1960)).

In th matter, the City and PP A agree, though collective bargai, that dischage
decisions could be processed throug the contractu grevance procedure, which cuItes in

arbitration. They also agreed that the arbitrtor's decision "shall be fial and bindig."
Clackaas County Employees Association v. Clackamas County, Case No. UP-4-08,
22 PECBR40;i, 410 (2008), A

WOP, 228 Or App 368, 208 P3d 1057 (2009) (when pares age

to grevance arbitration, they have agreed .to accept the arbitrtor's inteipretation of their
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contrt). We have been told by the cours not to engage in a nght-wrong analysis, but rater to
enure tht the pares got what they bargaied for-a binding decision by an arbitrtor. Clatsop
Community College Faculty Association v. Clatsop Community College" Case no. UP-139-85,

9 PECBR 8746, 8761-62 (1986). Although our deference to an arbitrator's award is not
unted, until such time as an award violates public policy as outlined in ORS 243:706(1), we

are bound to uphold the award. .

. In ths case, the arbitrtor determed that Frahour did not violate the City's policies, and
therefore did not engage in misconduct. The City does not have a lawf reason for refusing to

implement the award.. Therefore, the City's faiure to implement it violates ORS 243.672(I)(g).
3. The City is not requied to pay a civil penaty to PP A.

The PPA requests a civil penaty. We may award a civil penaty when a par commts an
unai labor practice "repetitively, knowing that the action taken was an unai labor practice and

took the action diegarding ths knowledge, or that the action constuting the unai labor
the
employer disregads well-established sttutory and case law. Hood River County v. AFSCME
2503-2, Case No. UP:-92-94, 16 PECBR 433 (1996), AWOP, 146 Or App 777, 932 2d 216
Local
(1997).

.practice was egregious." ORS 243.676(4)(a)(2). An employer's action may be egregious if

The City's acton was not repetitive. We requie, as an element of estblishig repetitive

behavior, that the same pares have been involved in a simar dispute. Although the City has

failed to implement arbitrion awards with other bargaig unts, it has not done so with the
PPA bargaig unt. See Lincoln County Education Association v. Lincoln County School
Disirict, Case No. UP-56-04, 21 PECBR 206 (2005). Nor is the City's action egregious as its
conduct did not show
a ''fagrant disregard for its PECBA duties." Hood River County at 455.
We will not requie the City to pay a civil penaty.
4. The City is requied to post notices.

determe a

We will order the City to post notices of its violation. We order such a postg if we
pars violation of the Public Employee Collective Bargaig Act (PECBA) was:

"(1) 'caculated or flagant'; (2) par of a 'contiuig course of ilegal conduct'; (3) commtted
by a signcant number 'ofthe (violatig par's) personnel; (4) afected a signficant number of

bargaig unt members; (5) signcantly (01' potentialy) impacted the designated bargai

representative's fuctionig; or (6) involved a strike, lockout, or dischage." Amalgamated
Transit Union Division 757 v. Tri-County Metropolitan Transortation District of Oregon, Case

No. UP-16-11, 24PECBR412, 452 (2011), citig Oregon School Employees Associaton
Chapter 35 v. Fern Ridge School District 28J, Case No. C-19-82, 6 PECBR 5590,5601, A

WOP,

65 Or App 568,671 P2d 1210 (1983), rev den, 296 Or 536,678 P2d 738 (1984). Not all of

these

criteria iteed be satisfied to warant posting a notice. Oregon Nurses Association v. Oregon
Health & Science University, Case No. UP-3-02, 19 PECBR 684, 685 (2002). In this case, the
City's actions were calculated, as the City was clearly aware of our case precedent, along

with

the appellate cour cases. The City's action also afected the ~PA's abilty to fuction as a
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bargaig representative, as a refusal to implement an arbitrator's award frstates enforcement

of the collective bargaig ageement. Whle we agree with the arbitrator tht ths is a tragic
case, the magntude of

the trgedy does not excuse the City's refual to implement the award.

ORDER
1. The City sha cease and desist from refusing to implement the arbitrator's award

dated March 30, 2012.
2. The City sha reinate Offcer Frashour with 30 days of

the date of
this order
to the same position he held at the time of his dismissal, and to make hi whole as ordered by

the arbitrator.
3. The City shal make Frashour whole for any loss or injur he sufered due to the

the arbitrtion award, includig back pay and benefits,
mius interi earnigs, with interest at nie percent per anum from the date of the arbitration
City's failure to promptly implement

award until the City reintates Frashour to his former position.
4. With 30 days of

the
attached notice in promient plac in the Police Bureau and other facilties where bargaing
the date of

this Order, the City shal sign and post copies of

unt members are located, as well as in prominent place in the City's Bureau of Human
Resources and other adminstative offces. The notice shall remai posted for at least 30 days.
The Police Bureau Chief and City Human Resources Director shal sign the notice.

DATED th .. day of September 2012.

,1tM~

Susan Rossiter, Board Cha

ember

This Order may be appealed pursuat to ORS 183.482.
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